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A nuclear life-time measuring system has been constructed using solid 

state eemicondnctor radiation detectors at (near) room temperatures for 

measurements in the aub'nanoaecond range by the method. of "self-comparison 

centroid sklitt,,(31).  The data is accumulated with the aid of a computer 

controlled pulse height analyser operating in shared real-time access mode 8 , 

on-line with three other independent experiments. An overlap Time-to-Amplitude 

Converter has been developed operating in the range 0 - 90 nS; the differential 
linearity is 4$, which is an improvement on that of a borrowed commercial 

40 

T.A.C. operating in the same range. A method of calibrating T.A.Cs with the 

aid, of signals from a sampling oscilloscope has been developed. 

The nuclear life-tine investigated is the f 5/2  excited state of VOW  

(from Bi ). This life-time has been measured a number of times previously, 
the most recent result being 129 +1 p3);  we have measured it to be 128 +80 

p3. This large statistical error is due to the very weak source used ant to 

the relatively poor time resolution of solid state detectors In this context. 
In the final experimental system, a thin fast transmission detector picks 

off the required time information to be fed to the T.A.C. whilst a thick detector 

imnodiately behind provides the required energy information on the residual 
radiation using slow coincidence techniques. If necessary, slow signals from 

the thin end. thick detectors could be recombined to provide (nearly) the 

original energy resolution when dealing with complicated decay schemes. To 

permit a wide range of energy to be accepted in the thin detectors, yetood 

time resolution maintained, pulse height compensation to the output of the fast 

T.A.C. is provided. 

A theoretical introduction and a review of the electronic techniques and 
experimental problems in measuring short nuclear life-times, in particular 
using solid state detectors, is included. The thesis concludes with an 

appraisal of the whole system and suggestions for further modifications, an 

appendix contains the relevant computer programs written in PAL 3 for on-line 
operation of the pulse height analysis system. 

Use other side if necessary. 
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T.A.C. is provided. 

A theorotioal introduction and a review of the electronic techniques and 

experimental problems in measuring abort nuclear lite*thnes, in particular 

using solid state detectors, is included. The thesis concludes with an  uppr' 

aisal of the whole system and suggestions for further modifications. An 

appendix contains the relevant oonputer programs written in PAL 3 for onu..lin 

operation of the pulse height analysis system. 
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INTRODUCTION  

1:1 	The IOrtance of Li time Mearemente 

There we two main measurable parameters for all radioactive decay 

processes, the disintegration energy () and the disintegration constant 

(x). Accurate experiments] measurements of thee. quantities provide the 

basic means of testing the validity or otherwise of the various theoretical 

models of the nucleus. In this thesis we are concerned with the measurement 

of short nuclear lLtetines within the region 1079 to 	 (the 

mean We of a disintegration being the inverse of the disintegration constant). 

The majority  of nuclear states which decay with this order of life-time do 

so by eleotremaetic transitions. These electromagnetic modes of decay 

are I • Gamma emission, the emission of an electromagnetic photon, 

Internal Conversion of an orbits] eleotron, and 

Internal Pair Production. 

Internal Conversion occurs because of the finite probability of an 

orbital electron being near the nucleus; than the excitation energy is passed 

to the electron, which is emitted with the decay energy minus the binding 

energy of the orbital electrono We define the internal conversion coefficient 

as 

(i) 

Where N0  is the number of conversion electrons emitted per second and is 



the number of g11mi rays emitted per second. The values of 1K' aLV aNt 

for the different orbital shells are aiailarily defined, their on being 

the total internal coefficient a. Theoretical estimations of internal 

conversion coefficients have been made by RoseMs  Shy and Band (2)and }tsger 

and Seltzer  The experimental determination of internal conversion ceeff 

intents is Of particular ij,ortance in nuclear spectroscopy as they provide 

One of the few methods of estimating the multipolarity and type of a 

transition by comparison of the conversion coefficients for the different 

atomic shells. 

Internal ?afr Production is only possible if the energy available for 

decay is greater than the 1.02 Mev energy required to create an electz1on' 

positron pair. 

Another mode of decay from states with life-times of the order of 

interest to this project is that of "long-range" alpha particle emission. 

In a very few cases where the ground state of a nuclido, such as Po212  9  has 

a very short mean Life (iO77sec.) before decaying by alpha emission, in 

this case to Pb 208  , there is a finite probability of alpha decay competing 

with gamma emission from the excited states of the parent nuclide. These 

particles than are emitted with the excitation energy plus the energy normally 

available for the groundetate alpha particle emission. In such a case, 

where two or more emissions er'e competing, the total transition probability 

(which is the only parameter experimentally measurable) is the mzm of the 

individual partial transition probabilities, via,, 

A= -\ 	+\, 	 (ii) 

cnowin the braehin ratio 	, this ouation may be used, to determine 

the individual partial decay constants. In electrometetic decays, the 
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reduced transition probability depends sensitively on the wave-functions 

of the initial and final statesl thus experimental measurements of A z4 

comparison with theoretical predictions on the basis of azw particular model 

hould yield valuable information about these wave-functions. 

The quantity of most use is the "enhancement" or "retardation" factor, 

which is the ratio of the experimental half-life to the theoretically 

predicted value from the "single particle" estimate. Deviation from unity 

of this ratio must be explained IW acme acceptable alternative model of the 

nucleus, which may lead to additional selection rules to account for 

otherwise unexplained retardation or (in the case of some 22 transitions) 

enhancement of transition rates. 

1z2 	Models of the uoleus 

Ten main models are used to describe the nucleus'- the Shell (or Lsrtree) 

model(4)  and the Collective model. The Kills= model(6)  describes a 

rudee model between the two extremes to explain the properties of nuclides 

exhibiting a mixture of both structures* 

The Shell model envisages the nuoleons, only wealUy coupled to one 

another, moving in orbits with chraoteristio quantum numbers "V(orbital 

angular momentum) and "e"(spin =±J) in a spherical potential well due to 

all other nucleons. According to Pauli' a exclusion principle, the eneror  

levele(cbaraoteriaed by the quantum numbers) are filled suocessivel,y with 

protons and with neutrons independently. The "magic numbers" denote shall 

closux'eà eM the central potential is arranged to soccimnodats those experimentally 



determined values. Shen an excited nucleus falls to a lower state, Only 

one nucleon is considered to release angular momentum and change orbit, 

This mod*l satisfactorily accounts for the properties of the groundstato 

and lower excited states of many nuclides in the neighbourhood of closed 

shells, but tails in. attempting a description of the excited states for 

nuclides in the rare earth region and for those of high OZO • To account for 

the properties of these, Bohr and Mottelson treat the nucleus as an 

incompressible liquid drop, In which enez'y is stored In the form of 

vibrational and rotational stateso iere the nucleons strongly interact 

and move In collective orderly displacements. Low.'lying states of excited 

nuclei with large deformations exhibit the low frequency rotarional motion, 

called "rotational bands' • Iluclei of nearly spherical shape display 

vibrational levels; these correspond to waves moving across the surface 

of the nucleus. Do-excitation of vibrational and rotational states 

corresponds to a change In frequency of the collective oscillations of all 

the nucleons* The Nilleon model attempts to predict the energy levels of 

single particle orbits in a deformed potential well corresponding to surface 

waves generated by the remaining nuoleons, as in the Collective model. 

1*3 	The -EMbability of adgiS for S12SIESWmetig Radiation 

Electromagnetic radiations are classified into Electric (El-) and 

Magnetic (MZ) transitions of Multipole Order 2, where .t' is the angular 

momentum carried off by the emitted photon. Conservation of angular momentum 

and parity lead to the following selection rules for allowed transition: 
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(a) 	 - 	I 4 :r1+  1 	 (iii) 

where I is the sa&ular momentum of the initial state aM 

if 	 W 	 N 	 N 	 N final U 

x T 	(.'i)ttor  El transitions 

(-1 fr1  for Ml transitions 

(iv) 

	

where MI  is the parity chance, 	is the parity of the initial state 

and 	18 the parity of the final state. 

T1ie transition probability for any eloctx'omaietic radiation is 

given by 

,\ (k)- 
	 Ic ') 	(v) 

for Electric () transitions aM 

	

8—, (Jul) 	2js A(k)MZ. 
= t[(2zsi) ti] 

2 	k 	 I) 	(vi) 

for magnetic (Ml) transitions, where 

I = anulu' ecaentum of the emitted photon, 

(29+1) 11 = 1. 3. 5. ........(2t.1) 

k = wave number of the emitted photon, 

reduced transition probability fOx' the radiation defined 

In the subsequent brackets. 
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for Magnetic radiation, where 

No 	10 21  se1 

j o  = 16r1302. 

= 197 gay. 

Z = the decay energy  

It 	a 1.2Ax1O1l3as* 	nuclear radius* 

In the above equations /\ St aiitl .A refer, of course, to the partial decay 
.j )LOtO!%I5.IGfl 

eons ant sonly and correction must be iade when competing processes occur. 

Fig. I shows a plot of the vxpacted mean lives of Ml and 32 gaema transitions 

from 'easkoweki' a estimation. 

From experimental results (10),  it would appear that all 91 life-times 

are  longer than theoretically predicted., varying between a hindrance of 

I and j06*  Ml life-times also are generally longer, but clustering erouM 

100. 22 transitions, however, unlike other higher multipole transitions  

e often enhanced generally by a factor of 2 to 500. These experimental 

measurements, though, are being compared with a very simple single particle" 

picture of the nucleus; but, despite this, there is sufficiently good agree-

ment in the description of excited states of nuclei exhibiting shell structure 

to now asigomenta to spin levels (i.ee a, p, &, f, ,....etc.) within the 

nucleus. The poor agreement in the case of 11 transitions is attributed to 

the fact that most low energy ZI transitions az's likely to involve at least 

one rather complex state 00) . The dramatic enhancement of E2 transitions 

in the rare earth region and the region above Pb 208  is attributed to the 

large nuclear deformations from spherical ayetry with accompanying large 

quadrupole momenta* here the nucleus behaves 43 L. sk:oidnl rotor exhibiting 
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wall maall for los, values of Is, but is much larger for higher values of i(16). 
The value of the reduced decay constant may be estimated from a naive 

classical picture of a single alpha partial, maui, the m*clsua as (iQ 

V 
where 	is the number of tines a single particle travelling at mpeed 

2t 
v appears at the nuclear surface R , and P is glven  by 

7. 

P Z 23(' 

Alternatively, the Geiger- Nuttaliplot will give the value. 

IcperimentaUy, the value of A. may be detoridned from long-range 

alpha emission 	212 excited states) by measuring the branching ratio 

and the eqerimental life-time of the state (A ) • Then the reduced prob-

ability for alpha ed.sson ( '\) is dote-mined from 

x 1 	 (xv) 

and hecoe N O  may e found, 

1:5 	xh2 &2rmt 1erint 

The decay scheme for BV to Pb is shown in fig. ). The nuclear 

excited states of Pb 	are generally described as shell model single 

neutron bole states, p
- 
	5.and f • The life-time of c; 

17  transition has been measured. nwnber of ttnzea, nut v•iu sca to vrr 
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between 90 30 picoseconds and 134. 1  9 piceseoonde, so a re-investigation 

would seem necessary to determine which group of results is the more correct. 

And since a ready-made B1 7  source was at hand, it seemed a suitable 

nuclear life-time to measure by w&y of testing the operation of our solid 

state detector life-time measuring system and the computer controlled 

pulse height an1ysor 	developed in the course of this project. The 

two game,transitions (10(4. Key., if ç  and 570 K*Y 	fç p,) are detected 

by their K - conversion electrons (s.pproxe 10 conversion) which appear 

In the radiation spectrum as well resolved mooD-energetic psaics. 
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J.TIME ME)$ULTS O? NUCLR .KXCITiD $TATES 

2:1 	Xutroducticn 

Phe method.s of Ufe.itino measurements roughly may be divided into the 

following groups*  

I • Recoil and. Doppler shift 

2. Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence 

3, Mubauer Effect 

4. Coulomb Excitation 

5, Inelastic Electron Scattering 

6 • 	Mono-energetic Positron iiaaion 

7, Observation of X ray Satellites 

8. Delayed Coincidence 

The methods employed in groups I 7 are adequately reviewed elsewhere(10009) 

so we ih*11 rsstrictur survey to group 8 	the method of delayed coin.- 

cideno.. In this literature survey, the historical development of the 

electronic methods of life-time measurement will be reviewed, followed by 

an analysis of the practical problems encountered when setting up a system. 

The analysis is performed in the reverse direction to the progress of the 

electronic pulses through tie system, because this is the normal direction 

when "trouble—shooting" and making improvements. The chapter ends with a 

discussion of the design of this experiment. 
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The The Method of Delayed Co1nci4enoe 

It was .1. Co Jacobsen in 1934'  idia first auccezsfuLiy performed a 

life-time measurement using a delayed  coincidence technique. Is used the 

delightful method of two Geiger counters connected, via amplifiers, to 

moving iron osciUographs, attached to which were am&.11 mirrors, These 

were set to rotate in a mutually perpendicular direction such that a beam 

of light could be deflected in two dimensions, The subsequent trace from 

such a beam was written onto photographic film Mving at I cm./seo. In 

front of one of the counters was placed an aluminium foil to absorb the 

alpha particles 	thus counting only beta rays in that chiumel; the 

other counter detected both alpha* and betas. From the traces, Jacobsen de-

duced the life-time of RaC' (Po) to be 2 x 10 

But this is of historical inpoLtanoe only as the crossed osotlloraphLl 

were quickly supercedud by the eleetrouic coincidence circuit. Jacobsen' a 

method, however, has been adapted qy replacing the oscillographs with the 

cathode ray oscilloscope (21). 

The method of delayed  coincidence utilizes a circuit which registers 

coincidences tween input pulses from two radiation detectors in conjunction 

with a variable delay (T) inserted into either channel. It x and x2  be 

two radiations emitted in cascade aiã B the e=ited state whose aean-'life () 

is to be determined (see fig. 5), then, in a typical coincidence experiment, 

One detector registers the radiation x, from the parent nuolicte A. whilst the 

other registers radiation x2  from the daughter nuclide Be By varying the 
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delay (T), the ohane in coincidence rate ay be investigated. If there is 

no naturalAbetween the emitted radiations i.e. a "prompts' coincidence, 

then a plot of coincidence rate vso time delay (T) gives the prompt resolution 

curve, as shown in fig, 6, For extremely smrll natural delays, the life.. 

time (according to Bay 	and Newton (23)) may be determined from the shift 

of the centroid between a true prompt coincidence plot and the natural 

delay coincidence plot. If the state B has a mean Uts greater than the 

resolving time of the system, the experiment provides the time distribution 

exp.kr/') and is called the delayed resolution curve. A logarithmic 

plot of this gives a straight line slope from which the mean We may be 

determined directy. 

2:3 iliaCo1niienc Circuit 

L'oth the introduction of the principle of coincidence methods and 

the first electronic cot idence circuit are attributed to Bothe and his 

collaborators(21) His circuit vonsistel of a tetxode valve wioeids 

were connected to positive pulses fioi £oniztion chbr, riy when grids 

received a signal could the anode current flow (tie. 7) generating an 

output pulse across the anode load resistance. It is essentially a "series" 

circuit as it operates as two switches in series, wb.toh enet both be closed 

to sUb, the passage of current (fig. 7b) • This tips  of circuit is limited 

in the number of coincidence inputs by the nunber of electrodes within the 

valve. 

It more flexible circuit (fig. 7e) was introduced in 1930 by 
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Operation of the Meunier Coincidence Circuit 
A negative input Pulse at A Ivill not Pass to  

the input diodes; a positive pulse at B will pass the same signal to all 3 inputs of the difference amplifiers and will thus 
produce no Output from either. Pulses A and B in Coincidence will generate a large 
Positive pulse at 1131t 

, a small positive pulse at 11211  and no pulse at "111. This 
combination willproduce an output from both difference amplifiers and coincidence unit. 



which operates as a nunbex' of switobee in parallel; all suet be open to 

stop the flow of current through the anode load resistor. With this ocnfig. 

uration, any r'bez' of coincidence elements my be incorporated as desired. 

Since valves and, to & greater extent, transistors and diodes are not 

perfect switches in that they have a finite resistance when"off" it is 

necessary to remove the seali output pulses corresponding to 'single" events 

by applying a suitable bias level at the output, It is of interest to 

note early workers did not have scalers to record eoincid.eacos - they 

listened through bead—phones, recording the clicks with pencil and paperl 

i third type of coincidence circuit is the balanced circuit (fig, 8); 

two such circuits are the 3y balanoed coincidence selector end thc 
1. 

differential coincidence selector 	The former operates as too: 

negative input pulse at $ t itself will be stopped by the high impedance 

of diode D; a negative input pulse at A will simultaneously pass through 

C2and 2  via r to earth and through D1  and C1  via r to earth*  The potential 

difference between P and will thus ran sore. When two pulses arrive 

in coincidence, pulse B blocks the passage of pulse A at diode D creating 

a potential difference across 1; Thus an output signal occurs. .0 

balanced circuits hsve two features in cozason, Firstly,  when carefully 

balanced they can accept input signals with a wide range of ailitude and 

can successfully reject single events without resorting to pulse amplitude 

standardization* Secondly they are sensitive to email sigrals because the 

signal need only be large enough to establish slight non—linearity in a circuit 

element and do not have to witch cur 	copletely on or off. 

111e rso1vi time of coicidence,ia ilcfiued as the ninaun tine 

6 
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Interval between the arrival of two input pulses which is required for them 

to be resolved as non-coincident. The resolving time of the origional circuits 

was of the order 01 IC 3890,, but nowadays coincidence modules are eom 

m.rcial]y available with resolving times of & few nanoseconds 

Pransini 	claims a reso~l'ing time of 1.5 nsece for a fast coincidence 

circuit using tunnel diodes as switching elements (soe fig. ac) • But 

ultimately the resolving tiin of a system is limited by the uncertainty 

with which the detector pulses cbaractoriae the arrival of the primary 

radiation. This uncertainty is twofold; firstly there is the statistical 

jitter in the loading edge of the pulse which is a direct function of the 

electronic noise and can only be Sapi'oveit by reducing the noise or risetime 

of the pulse, and secondly there is an asplitude-dependant uncertainty (walk) 

which is a function of the discriminator bias level with respect to the 

maximum pulse height. This may be reduced by the use of a "fast - slow1' 

coincidence system (fig. 9) • iach input signal, irddition to going to the 

fast coincidence circuit, goes to a single channel pulse height analyser 

which is set to accept only those pulses which fall in a narrow amplitude 

range. The output pulses from the two pulse height wulysers are combined 

with the output of the fast coincidence unit in a slow triple coincidence 

unit which produces an output pulse only when the time and amplitude restrict. 

ions are satisfied simultaneously. This format is vary ocemon with present 

day delayed coincidence experiments whezt pulse height selection and high re-

solution are required to correlate two nuclear events out of a whole spectrum 

of radiations. 
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2:4. 	Singl C1wne]. Deli$ Cojdence T,c1niciues 

ez'Iy lifeutime meamwements were performed simply with a coincidence 

unit and a variable delay inserted into one channel. The flintemalp method, 

developed by Feather and Iunworth 	stretched the parent pulse to a Iciewn 

duration T with a pulse shaping circuit whilst longing the daughter pulse 

short. The coincidence counting rate then is given by N4 e*p.(u T/-t ) 

where t is the mean We of the excited state. For any particular' value of 

T the moasured coincidence is the integral of the desired time distribution 

from TO to L'=T • The original form of the time distribution 

is obtained by differentiating the measured curve or, in practice, by sub-

tracting successive readings. This metb&1 ws used to aet.raine the half- 

lives of the alpha emitting series P0216 	0.16 eec.) to Po 212 

z 107  see,). 

The differential delayed coincidence method was introduced by Jacobsen 

and sisurgeireson (27)  in 194.3 in an experiment on p0214.. The pulses from the 

counters were kept to a short length and the variable time delay in the 

parent pulse channel was inserted by a monostable circuit of variable length*  

is mentioned before, the coincidence count-rate in this confi8uration is 

given by e. (-W t') s -the method was taken up by De Benedetti and Mc Gowan 28) 

in 194,61, who applied it to some sixty nuclides with life-tines in the 

microsecond region. In i%7 Rowlands 	introduced the idea of using the 

parent pulses to trigger the sweep of an oscilloscope time base and the 

daughter pulse to be fed to the Y deflection plates, the remltsnt trace 

being photographed. However, he coomonte that this method is not as 
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accurate accurate as the coinc4ence circuit method but that it might have potential 

for shorter life-time messiweeents. 

The slow risetfee ( 107sec. ) of pulses tron ionisation chambers set 

the Th4t Of about 	on early life-time  measta4gents, The advent of 

the photosazitiplier tube in conjunction with fast sointiliatora reduced this 

Unit by two orders of magnitude to about 10sec.. and Bay 1  replacing 

phosphors with Cerencov counters (which have virtually zero risotimø) claims 

a resolving time of lees. At this time Bay and Newton introduced the idea 

of the "cantroid shift" measurement of life-tines which is capable of 

extracting measurements yet two orders of magnitude lower i.eo approx. 1071,  

sac. 3ut at present this seams to be the limit of the delayed coincidence 

technique for life-time meastwomentsi perhaps the now photodiodes (Instrument 

Technology Ltd.) recently on the market, which claim risatimee of 100 picosece., 

will reduce the limit to 1O-12  10 3  sac. Perhaps more sophisticated 

Votes stabiieation and data extraction,as is attempted bare, will also 

reduce the Uidt to this region. 

An improvement on the cantroid shift method is that of 'self c,aricon" 

first published by It. B. Bell at al.(31  ' in which the delayed coincidence 

curve is compared not to a prompt curve but to its own inverse i.e. to the 

delayed curve obtained by reversing the roles of the counters. The cantroid 

shift, in this case, is 2t. Using this method, the authors found the half-life 
Anc 

of the 412 Key* na transition of Hg following beta decay of An198  to 

be 1.0 * 1.7 x iOeeo. This method also incorporated the fast slow 

coincidence technique, but as applied to beta-spectrometers 	the energy 
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selection being effected magnetically within the spectrometer. 

A novel, but rather inefficient, single channel method of time analysis 

is that of the "microwave" or "high frequency deflection" method described 

in a review article by BOflits(32).  This is only applicable to the detection 

of charged particles as the principle of operation involves their deflection 

away from the detectors (beta-spectrometers) except at the one point in time 

when the electric gates  through which they suet pass, is at zero potential. 

This gate is controlled by applying to it a high frequency voltage from a 

microwave generator. The phase of the gating signal in the parent pulse 

is successively retarded until coincidence occurs with the daughter particle 

in a slow coincidence unit. The electronic resolving time is then a function 

of the microwave frequency; the higher the frequency, the shorter the 

resolving time. Resolutions of the order of 10 eec* are claimed for this 

method, but data collection is extremely slow. 

2:5 	Mtlticharinel L'ime .An4veers 

It is because of this very inefficient collection of data in single 

channel analysers that unaltichannel systems have been so successful, vbereas 

the time for data collection in the former method is proportional to the 

number of incremental steps in the d.el&y measurement, the latter performs the 

entire operation in a single measurement, reducing amongst other things 

the effects of long two drift in the apparatus. 

One such multichannel mystem was the "chronotron" used by Bell a4 

Hinks (33) In 1952. It was a multiscaling device using 10 scalers which 



ears successively stepped through at I microsecond intervals by a digital 

clock. The parent pulse initiated the sweep and the daughter pulse recorded 

its existence in whichver scaler was open at that particular time; so a 

delayed coincidence spectrum was accumulated, en4.ysing each pair of pulses 

as thy' occurred. This method is only satisfactory for conparsbive3y long 

lifetime measurements (>0.1 atorosec.) • For shorter time Lefevre end 

have developed a vernier ohronotron. In this, two time marking 

pulses are triggered by the parent and daughter inputs and are circulated 

around delay loops of slightly differing time delays (T, and T2). The 

number' of circulations is counted by a sealer until a coincidence between 

the pulses halts the counting. Then the origional time delay of the 

daughter after the parent is 

?' znAT 

where 	mean life 

n 	number of counted pulses 

The nwiber n is then presented to a multichannel analyser: this presents 

a direct transition of time-to-digital information, thereby removing the 

intermediary steps of time.toi.analoue then analogue-to-digital conversion 

as in the Tia*"tomamplitu4e Converter / ICiakeorter arrangement, 

But the Tim&ta"azsplituaa Converter (T. i, C.) is the most popular 

method because of the simplicity of coupling it to a standard multichannel 

pulse height analyser. with this combination the time interval between the 

two input pulses is converted to an output pulao,ehoae amplitude is 

proportional to the time interval, and analysed an a iCicksorter. 
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Multichannel pulse height rnalyeers  have now reached a high level of 

sophistication. When first constructed, they were no more than a bank of 

sepdratO scalers coupled to an analogue-to-digital converter, where the 

count on each scaler had to be read and the spectrum manually plotted. 

Nowadays, the spectrum is displayed on an oscilloscope screen, plotted on 

$ graph-plotter and the contents of the core typed or punched out for 

further analysis as desired. Other functions such as spectrum-stripping 

and integration may be perforated by built-.in  fixed programs. And the number 

of subdivisions of analysis or channels is increasing dramaticallye But 

so is the cost of these units and. it is becoming increasingly popular to 

interface a specially designed A. B. C. for nucleonic work to the memory 

core of a email computer. This provides a multichannel pulse height analyser 

with a large number of channels combined with a flexibility in data processing 

unattainable in the standard kickeortor. This is probably where the 

improvements in the resolution of life-time measurements will next come. 

2:6 	Thae-to-Amplit4e Converters 

The heart of the majority of life-time measurement experiments is the 

time-to-amplitude converter (T. A. C.) • The accuracy of a time measurement 

depends upon that of the ¶1?. A. C. 	its linearity, temperature dependence, 

overload characteristics and I 1t*t*rm stability. very many forms of 

converter have been devised and their merits 

but all perform the same basic operation that the converter gives an output 

pulse whose height is proportional to the time delay between two input pulses; 
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this is usually accomplished by charging a capacitor with a constant current 

for the period of time concerned. Via may classify T. A. C.s into two main 

the "start-stop'method and the"pulee overlap" method. 

The "start-stop converter is the form most popular amongst ocs*ercial 

units because of the ease of altering the time range. A simplified form is 

&loen In fig. 10. In the quiescent state T1 and T2  are conducting. The 

parent or start pulse switches T2  off, diverting the constant current supply 

to the capacitor C. The daughter or stop pulse switches T1  off and the 

charging of C ceases. Thus, ideally, the voltage at the gate of the F. R. ?, 

transistor is 

where 	I = charging current 

period of time between start and stop pulses 

C = capacitance of the condenser 

To reset the circuit, both T, and T2  are made conducting again, shorting the 

charge on the capacitor to earth# ior very short time ranges, a high charging 

current is fed to a wall capacitance; subsequent increase in time range 

is effected by switching in larger capacitors and/or reduoing the charging 

current. The high input impedance of the P.I.T. transistor reduces to a. 

rn4n4i*n the leakage current from the capacitor whilst being charged. For 

short time ranges (0 - I h-sec.) this is of little consequence but above this 

(0 - 100 sec.) a large leakage current would lead to a nonlinear time 
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conversion at the top end of the range. 

It is chargateristic of 5v0x7 "start-stop" converter that a single  imput 

pulse, in most cases the start pulse, will produce an output ad =&'I Per 

this reaeOfl, some form of supervisory circuit must be introduced which 

suppresses this 2dM of output pulse and also discharges the capacitor 

before the advent of the next event. Variations of the "start-stop" theme 

are the "start-multiple stop" converter proposed by 	leki 	and a 

circuit by Culligan and Lipman 	later iWrovad  by oipiiir(2) Ajoh uses  

an inductance to store the tine-proportional charge (IV) before integration 

on a capacitor, Other converters are described. in 

The "pulse overlap" converter receives two shaped square imwe pulses 

from the two inputs and adds them, biasing the output to accept only 

coincident parts of the pulses. The resultant charge is integrated on a 

capacitor, A series coincidence circuit of the Bothe type was used by Bell 

and Green(47)  with a 6BN6 gated beam valve; but nowadays, with transistors, 

the parallel or Rossi type of circuit is favoured. A typical pulse overlap 

circuit is that of 	shown in fifl, lOb. Normally the transistors 

and T ax'e oo#iducting, fed frcmi a constant current source. If either of 

the transiatori is switched Off than the current flows through the other. 

Only when both are out off is the currant diverted to transistor T , where 

the charge is integrated on its own stray capacitance. By adjusting the 

biasing of Ty excellent singles rejection is obtained. 

But the pulse overlap converter On its own gives a double valued output 

i.e. it is possible to have two output pulses of the some height for two 

different configurations in time of the input pulses, Thus a further 



supervisory circuit is required , ueusllij a slaple coincidence circuit 

controlling a gate through which the output pulse of the T. A. Co  mist passo 

careful juggling of delay times in the various channels will veto one half 

of the pulse overlapping process (to be described more fully in chapter 3). 

This type of converter is simpler in construction than the -start-stop" 

version and its 2inearity for ahcrt time ranges appears to bebetter(49), 

however it is more cumbersome to alter the time range as it involves 

replacing delay cables and altering the input pulse widths. Ij.  general theory 

of time matching for these converters is given by Tao .t 

A novel variation on the overlap theme is a converter circuit by Weisberg 
(51) • It gives a single valued conversion output by virtue of the hysteresis 

of a tunnel diode (see fig. 11). The start channel generates a. short spike 

pulse whilit the stop channel generates a long square pulse. These signals  

are added producing the current waveform I, + I as shown. In the idling 

condition the tunnel diode is in its soft" state (point I in fig, lib); it 

is switched on to point 3 by the short spike, then releving to point 4. where 

it remains till the end of the wide pulse, when it returns to point I. In 

this way the integrated voltage across the tunnel diode gives the single valued 

time conversion. The range of the converter can be altered simply by 'varying 

the length of the stop pulse. In. Weinberg' a circuit there is some non 

linearity in the time conversion, but only at the extremities of the range 

the linearity in the central region being tolerable, 

Unusual forms of D. A. Coo have been introduced by ieiman(52) and  by 

Cottini and Gatti". The former uses an oscilloscope time-base which is 

triggered by a start pulse; the stop pulse is superimposed upon the linear 
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ramp of the Xm4efleotion voltage, the resultant pulss height being analysed 

In the conventional manner (see fig. 12.). No added supervisory circuit 

is required as the I-deflection voltage resets itself .t the and of its sweep. 

This method has potential for a "start-multiple atop" unit. The soo4 g7stes  

utilises the vernier p±iciple for time expansion in conjunction with 

standard "start-atop" acnverter( see fig. I 2b) • Two oscillators of slightly 

differing periods ( 	2) are triggered by the start and atop(1) pulses 

respectively. If the time interval between the input pulses is t then the 

two oscillators will arrive in phase with one another after. time given by, 

there 	AT = T1 - 	1 	2 824 T1> T2  

i, discriminator triggers when the resultant signal exceeds the  threshold 

level, generating the atop(2) pulse for the time converter (which itself 

W been started by the start pulse). This converter, however, has not been 

such used 	presumably because of its large dead-time. 

In an early attempt to attack the evorpre sent proh1ei of intrwnetai 

drift especially in time converters, the differential tiaeto*amplit44e 

converter was conceived, The system used by B 	 ws based on the 

use of two converters situated on a variable delay line operating in reverse 

to one another (fig. 12o). The time profiles obtained are displayed in two 

halves of a Kicksorter (by virtu, of their position on the variable delay 

lino)l the delayed coincidence curves are then displaced with respect to 

the prompt curves in opposite directions, whilst the instrumental effects 
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displace then in the same direction. Son and Patro" 	modify this Idea 

by summing the two T. A. Co  output signals in a ditfernce amplifier before 

analysis by a Kicksoiter. 

There are aary varieties at timeu'tOu'eaplitude converter, but none of 

them is pez'foctly linear or perfectly stable. :€'or &iort time meamu'enonte 

the "pulse overlap type seems to give the beet differential linearity; 

for long time measurements the "start-atop" unit is easier to construct and 

has better integral linearity. For &W particular uperiment, one suet 

select the converter which is best suited to that purpose. 

2:7 	4.ux$liiar3r C4'cuits 

(a) Pulse Height Compensators 

When using loading edge discrimination for timing signals from anything 

other than monoenergetic radiation, some fora of pulse height compensation 

is required, otherwise the amplitude-dependant time emlk at the discriminators 

will broaden the time spectrum unnecessarily. The pulse height compensator, 

as its name implies, adds to the output signal of the tine converter a 

correction signal which endeavours to compensate for this amplitude epondant 

time shift. A number of successful circuits have been devised, all utilizing  

the signals from the slow channels to provide the compensation. The circuit 

of Rod" et 	takes the amplitude of the slow channel pulses, via 

attenuators, and simply adds one channel to and subtracts the ether channel 

from the T. A. Co  output pulse (see f'ig. 13a). Thus if a pulse from the 

detector in channel 2 were larger than average, it would atop the time 
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converter prematurely giving too =all an output pulse; but the pulse in 

the slow channel would be larger than average and thus compensate for the 

deficiency of the time converter pulse. 

This compensator gives a first order correction on3r, whereas the method 

used by Thieber 	attempts a more complete correction. In it he uses 

$ second time-to-amplitude converter, operating from the slow channels, 

which is started, in effects  by the stop pulse of the fast converter and 

vice-versa (see 1'ig, 1b) • Therefore the second slow converter has a reverse 

aentroid shift vse pulse height characteristic compared to the fast one and 

is utilised to cancel ay tine-dependant walk in the first. An advantage of 

this over the previous system is that single correcting pulses cannot 

arrive at the KielCoorter to produce unwanted broadening or shift of the time 

spectrum. This type Of compensator is not eaiy to adjust, but, when correctly 

set, the combination is supposed to be superior to two crossover timing tech.. 

niques (which will be d.iscussqd later in the chapter). 

A modification Of the first compensator comes from Jakievich at 

who, instead of using a simple linear compensation signal from the slow 

oharulels, have a logaritbx4c signal. This was in an effort to introduce a 

better correction for a system with large volume Ge(Li) detectors to detect 

a wide energy range of gw=is rathtion; it gave an improvement in the time 

resolution of a factor of 2 in most cases. Thieberger and Harms.Ringdah1 

tackled the same problem using neither a linear nor a logarithmic correction 

amplifier but one whose output is an adjustable nonlinear function of the 

slow channel signals. 



(b) Anti-pile up systems 

A further cause of time spectrum broadening is pulse pile up; if the 

comtrate is high then the pulses in the slow channels will tend to ride up 

an one another, distorting their true shape. This is particuiarfly trouble.. 

some for the time measurement by the slope method of life-tines slightly 

larger than the prompt response slope. The anti-pile up circuit eliminates 

this by vetoing InformtIon Information connected with the second pile up pulse. Two 

forms of circuit are shown in fig. 14a. The first, after Schwurzachild' 

eliminates the unwanted pulses from the slow channels by producing a 4 micro.. 

eeooxi block in the Aystem after each pulse. 

However, this does not eliminate events in which a fast cOinoi4eace 

Is followed by another pulse. These pulses also contribute to the background. 

The circuit in t'ig. 14a il, after Veisborg, rejects such pulses. 

A pile up detector has two time characteristics - the pile up resolution 

tine, which should be as short as possible,, and the blocking time, which 

should be equal to the recovery time of the slow channels. There are several 

ways of obtaining anti-pile up control and these are reviewed by Ogata at 

al • 

If one uses zero crossover timing (i.eo triggering a discriminator at 

the point whcx'a double difforentiated pulse crosses through zero potential, 

thereby generating an amplitude-independent time mark) at high countratee, 

than an anti-pile up circuit is essential as the time of crossing at the zero 

level can be shifted by the presence of another pulse too close-by. But a 

system with good pulse height compensation and leading edge discrimination 

needs no anti-pile up circuit since a weaker source may be used. 
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(c) Stablisation 

Instability due to thermal variation is a problem present in all electronic 

ystems, althOUgh, by good design, most of it can be removed. But unless 

some form of stablisation is inoorporateI, a time spectrum may suffer from 

broadening and, even worse, a shift in the centroid. For best stability 

tjistatic control is the real answer but, failing that, there are other 

methods. Rota Ct alo 	and Weisberg and Berko(61) took data alternatively 

from a prompt and. a delayed source which was mounted on a wheel and chexied 

at set times, the information being stored in alternate halves of the Kick..  

sorter. A feed-back ayctem introduced by Bell(25) and  used by weaver(62) 

holds a reference event in the time spectrum (usually supplied by a pulser) 

constant with respect to the Kiokøorter, !hereby stablising the whole system 

excepting the photomultiplier tubes. This technique has long been used in 

straightforward enerr epeetroecopy. 

In certain special oases, where the nuclear decay scheme involves a 

triple cascade, one of which iy be taken as prompt, a third detection line 

is incorporated and the prompt and delayed spectra simultaneously recorded 

In different halves of a Kicksorter. The method was first published by 

Simes et 	but is reputed to have been in use before this. Fig. 14b 

shows the relevant parts of the decay scheme of K. The lifetime of the 

0+ state was to be measured; the 2+ state life-time was assumed sufficiently 

short as to be considered prompt. One channel detected the beta continuum 

feeding the 0+ state and the 2+ state, the second channel detected the 1.5 

Mev. gamms rays and, the third channel detected the 0,31 Nov. ganna rays. 

When a triple coincidence (p1,'12) occurred, the time signal, which 



conteinad the dsls3r of the 0+ stzAe,K T-OUted to one part of the Iick.ort.r. 

Wham say a 45uble coisoidence \ 2 and  2  ooeuz'red, the time .i&nml 

oontsi"g the Prompt daisy of the 2+ state was routed to the other part. 

The centroi4s of the diatributians in the  two  4014YOOV sections were compared 

to derive the lit..41w, This method was extended by Schinrsachil4 	to 

the use Of two seperute active insolides within the one seurce, one with a 

Prompt seiuion e N& 220  the other with the dsia1yed .edsion. However, 

unless the zudiaticns emitted by both nuolidas are p(t4litr in enerr end 

pulse *ap, problems of accurate timiu6 will still arias. 

To obtain precise time information about nuclear events, logic pulses 

marking their Occurz'euoe emit be ewmatoio  This is scooe3ished by acme 

form of fast timing 41 or4 i4 tor0, the ditferont types of which ney be 

listed as follow., 

Leadic8 IAV 

Zero Crosa"4v5r 

30 const&ut iftatiou 

4. A4ituda aM iastla. 	amsated 

(a) LvMi"j e4. t4 'j 

This we. the ori&tøml method of generating a t4 i'sg pulse. With ,s3yes, 

the admal the the detector .ep]i1.er  wes fed to a high gLin sharp out-off 

tuba' whi*h APVO an output pulse apprcradaste3y *usre shaped* with transistor 



OirCUitl7, the input pulse, UPOZI WCOSSang a not threshold. level, triggers 

a aenostable device giving out a square wave pulse. To reduce the uncertainty 

with which the output pulse characterizes the timed event, it should have  

as short a riee.'tine as possible. Very fast pulses  have been obtained from 

avalanche transistors but they suffer from a long recovery time, i, popular 

means of generating a fast timing pulse is with tunnel dioctesj these have 

a very fast switching time and can tolerate large signals in both directions. 

But in the sub-nanosecond region tunnel diodes suffer from excessive time 

walk as shown in fig. 1b. Being charge sensitive devices, they require a 

minimum charge 	to turn them on; and the time delay before switching 

occurs is a function of the charge overdrive, A current pulse 11  presenting 

a charge Q generates an output pulse Q 
Ov delayed by td, # whereas a smaller 

pulse 12  presenting & charge Q2 generates an identical output pulse QOv 

but delayed by t ;80 the total walk Wr  is the sum of the amplitude depend-
ant walk W 

A andthe walk (td2 td1) inherent in the tunnel diode operation, 

This problem is discussed by Grunberg and Tepper 	who overcome it by 

Isolating the input signal from the tunnel diode with a "snap-off" diode; 

this Is a storage diode which delivers an approximately constant charge, 

independent of current, to the tunnel diode thus eliminating this excessive 

walk, 

(b) Zero cross-over timing 

As mentioned earlier, there are two main sources of tindvg error - 

Jitter, the timing uncertainty duo to the electronic noise or the system, 

and walk, the timing variation due to amplitude- and rise-time variations 
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td2 —delay for a small charge overdrive 
Qo. 
W,—real "walk., of output pulse. 
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at the discriminator threshold (see fig. 15a) • Jitter cannot be removed,, 

only reduced by filtering and cooling, however, walk can largely be over-

come by the technius of zero crossover timing; the input signal is 

differentiated to form a bipolar pulse and the discriminator triggered 

when it crosses through the zero point which, to a first approximation, is 

jx4ependznt of pulse amplitude. But setting a discriminator level to trigger 

at the zero point requires some ftm of supervisory circuit to inhibit 

continuous triggering on noise. Either the discHmintor level can be slightly 

off-set above or below the noise level, in which case there will, be a small 

amount of walk associated with email amplitude pulses or a second discriminator, 

triggering on the leading edge of the input pulse, can be employed. The 

output from this second discriminator can be used to not the first from some 

non-zero level to the zero point in readiness for the return swing of the 

pulse through zero. This is the method commonly used in commercial zero 

cross-over discriminators. Welber and Lefevz'e 6  remove the zero crossing 

point from the noise level by adding a pedestal signal (see fig. 16a). Two 

signals omsreapanding to an event are taken from the anode and the last dynode 

of a photamultipiioz' tube. The anode signal is double differentiated; the 

dynode signal generates the pedestal by triggering a fast discriminator. 

These two signals are sunned and fed to a tunnel diode discriminator set to 

trigger at the same level as the height as the pedestal. 

For slow shaped input signals two crossing timing gives excellent results 

by way of the elimination Of time walk but, for fast pulses of varying profiles 

and silitudsa such as is obtained from radiation detectors, leading edge 

timing with pulse height compensation is better. 
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(c) Constant fraction timing 

This is a bybri3 form of leading edge and two cross-over t4*tng. 

Various results from timing experiments indicate that a minimum tine resolution 

is obtained for a fractional level of triggering of about 10) of the peak 

pulse height; it has also been suggested that optimum time resolution should 

be obtainable with a circuit vddish triggers at a constant fraction of the 

peck pulse height, Ged,cke and McDonald(66)  have developed a constant fraction 

timing discriminator using an attenuation-subtract tscIu2iuo. As ahom in 

jig. 16b, the input -signal (a) is divided in two, one part being attenuated 

(b) and the other part delayed and inverted (e);  these are suamed to give 

zero crossing discrimination is performed., giving a timing mark which is 

free from walk yet efteotive&y triggering on a constant fraction of the 

maximum pulse heights tedcks' s circuit claims a walk of less than 120 pico-

seconds for a dynamic range of 100:1, This circuit is very satisfactory only 

if the shape of the input pulse is identical for all amplitudes. 

(4) aplitude and rise-time oampenaated timing 

This differs from constant fraction timing only in that the deli inserted 

into the inverted signal is much shorter; in so doing, variticmn in rise-time, 

assuming them to be merely slope changes, are compensated*  fig. 17a, taken 

from tue Oz'to 	 describes the operation of their constant 

fraction timing 4crim1ntor. V, and V2  in d{i'-gr&n(a) represent two input 

signals of different rise-times but same mrim value. ith a. delay of only 

td in the inverted section of the signal, both V1  and V2  pass through zero 

at the same point in time. Pigs.(c)4(d.) merely show the limits sot on the 
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input signals for the particular Ortoc unit. Por nigi'ls from G.(Li) detectors 

which have iWatamatic,  variations in pulse rise-time profile - not just the 

slope - Chase 68)  pores the 80180  operation (sea fig* ilb) but this time 

the triggering level is not at the zero point but at some point on the  loading 

edge of the pulse through which all rise-time profuse pests at the oame point 

in time. This level is theoretically computed for a particular detector 

assuming very simple variations in pulse profile. 

2:9 	MeLthod.e at Time PioIcNOff 

Fliotomultipliora (a*4 sointillators) present vary little problem in 

euppi.ying a suitably fast output pulse fbr timing purposes. To extract a 

faster pulse the Output may be taken from an earlier dynode in the chain, 

but the signal Is .till of sufficient size to trigger a timing discriminator 

with little further amplification. Output pulses in the nanosecond region 

are usual. Solid state detectors, on the other hands  although having superior 

energy resolution, generate such a small pulse that great care must be taken 

to use it effectively: and the charge collection time within the detector 

is long by P. M. tubWecintillator  assembly ndards. 

With solid state detectors it is usual to extract the pulse along two 

electronic chains. A slow charge sensitive preamplifier registers energy 

whilst a fast voltage sensitive preamplifier registers time; the former 

gives good energy resolution but poor timing (due to the capacitative 

input impedance of the preamplifier) whereas the latter gives good. time 
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2:10 	Rthietion Detsctors for VA&A Experiments 

(a) introduction 

To a first approximation, 

dS 
dt? . II  

Aere 	dt a uncertainty in tine meamirensnt 

Tr  a rise-time of pulse 
dE 

energy resolution of that pulse 
E 

For beet timing conditions, then, one would Uke very low noise combined 

with fast rise-time in a detector. With the exception of thin detectors 

(used for heavy particle detection), the photcaultiplier11ecintillator,  gives 

better time resolution then the e0114 state detector because of its much 

faster rise-time; the good energy resolution does not compensate for poor 

rise-time in the latter* But there may be other considerations necessary 

in the choice of iwsteme The solid state detector, Just because of its eupuø 

crier energy resolution, is more capable of investigating an event in a 

back'cw4 of aaiy other events which the photemaltiplior/sointillator could 

not resolve* It also lenda itself more readily to feedback it*bliaticn 

since the amplitude of the pulse Acm the detector is not drastically affected 

by drift in the voltage auppl 	ssis the case with P.M.tubes, When 

performing the measurements by the method of centroid &itt, it is preferable 



.ii37.s.. 

to have a good method of stablisatien than the best time resolution, 

(b) The Pbotoaltiplier/Sointi3,lator Combination 

The various phetcimaltiplier systems have been reviewed by Ogata at 

but the main sources Of limitation Of resolution may be listed as follows, 

Jitter in energy transfer to ecintillator 

Fluctuations in fluorescence and phosphorescence 

Effective 1jit output to photocathode of P. M. tube 

4.. Time spread between electrons travelling throui successive stages 

Delayed photo"eleotric effect 

Inter-stage interference 

Put phosphors such as NI 102 and Naton 136 give good timing response with 

fast low noise P. M. tubeUCb as the 56 VP • The RCA 70015 and the Philips 

XP IOZ) tubes were specifically developed for timing operations and are capable 

of 100 p3. resolution on 'Cc Mum  rays. The idea has been suggested (72) 

of using the glass window of the new fast photodiodes, recently on the market, 

as Corsibm counters (with virtually sore rise-time) to produce a very narrow 

time resolution curve. 

(c) The solid State Detector 

The use of solid state detectors in timing system has been discussed 

in some detail b7  Alberigi Qaranta 6 o The criterion for solid state dot-

eaters still applies - low noise and short rise-time. However there are 

a number of parameters which must be taken into consideration before selecting 

a detector for a timing experiment. Firstly one must decide which tape of 



detector Is most suitable for the radiation in question and secondly One 

must investigate the inter-relationship of rise-time end energy resolution 

with respect to the different parameters. 

The two main form of solid state semiconductor detector are, 

I • the p-n junction or surface barrier, and 

2# the p-i-n junction or lithim,drifto  

Both can. be  made from germanium or silicon. Surface barrier silicon detectors 

are preferred for measuring particle energy because they can operate at room 

temperature (and therefore no crjrostatie housing for the radiation to pene-

trate) and have a very thin window or deed-space in front of the sensitive 

]ayex'. Silicon lithium drift detectors are suitable for low energy photon. 

we electron detection and can be operated conveniently at room temperature. 

Germanium is more suitable for measuring pme radiation because of its 

higher atomic number (and time stopping power); but the  high thermal leakage 

current at room temperature requires it to be cooled. Lithium drifted germ-

anium must be Operated around 77°K to reduce the mobility of the lithium ions 

and prevent thorn from drifting out. 

The rise-time Of a pulse from a solid state detector depends upon the 

speed of collection of the charge liberated by the radiation in the senitiye 

volume of the detector; the charge is produced in the form of electron-hole 

pairs which are swept to the respective electrodes by a suitable bias voltage. 

The stopping time of the radiation within the detector may be considered 

negligible (- 
10  712"0.) in comparison to the other contributory factors to 

the rise-time. The collection time for the charge carriers in determined by, 

I • the position at which they are formed, 

2* the magnitude and distribution of the electric field, 



Dpz 

3 the respective carrier mobilities, 

4.. the "plasma delay" time (for heavy ionizing particles). 

The exact theoretical process of charge collection is not fully understood 

and there is some controvery as to whether Raw' a thsoren(73,74.) or the 

Knerr Balance equation777)  should be employed, in its calculation. In 

practical tense the difference in result is negligible and., when ohosing a 

detector for an experiment, one may use the rough guide that the rise-time 

is apprimte].y(78) 

t 

where 	t a the collection time, 

a the thickness of the sensitive layer, 

the mobility of the carrier, 

V a the applied voltage 

To maintain a abort rise-time, then, the depletion layer should be no thicker 

than is required to stop the incoming radiation (and possibly slightly less) 

n increase in the bias voltage, in an attempt to reduce the charge collection 

tine, will lead eventually to a velocity saturation level, above which the 

mobility of the charges will not increase. This saturation voltage varies 

to some extent with material and temperature, but is in the region 10 - 10 

volta/cia. As the electrons and boles have differing mobilities the leading 

edge of the output pulse will be made up of two components - a fast rising 

edge due to the electrons and a slower rising edge due to the holes. For 



timing systems,, triggering on the faster edge in practice 10-. 2($ of the 

maximum pulse height 	gives beat time resolution. If very high an My 

resolution is required, then the detector's electrical capacity must be taken 

into consideration and reduced to a mizthm*ai concomitant with other require.. 

merits. For heavy ionizing particles the charge collection is retarded by the 

highly conductive plaaau of electrons and holes generated along the tracks. 

The process is not fully underatood(t), but Uoayriai and Bengtoon I have 

shown the time delay and excess plaama jitter to be associated with the start 

of the charge collection and both to be inversely proportional to the electric 

field within the t%ector (despite the bias voltage being above that for 

velocity saturation). The time delay is experimentally defined by the oper-

ations, 

perw.

atitm,  

tmeas. = t + t 

where 	tmea$ * rise-time of measured voltage pulse, 

tr 	a charge collection time only, 

td 	a rise-time of detector equivalent and voltage amplifier 

circuit. 

= PIf sea time 

and it can be of the order of nanoseconds 9, with the excess jitter of the 

order of iø 	 This would seen to set the ultimate limit on the 

resolution of the time distribution for semiconductor detectors for particle 

seamwemsnt. 

A more detailed appraisal of detectors, their construction and operation, 

may be had from various aouroes677881), but for timing experiments there 



is considerable room for latitude depending upon the energy resolution and 

rise-time requirements of the particular 'etom. 

201 	.Mae  Present 14?e-tise Measuring system 

The brief of this project was tofo]4, 

I • to set up a pulse height &nalysis iWatfs coupled em-line to a computer 

operating in "shared real-time access" mode, in cooperation with the other 

on-line user/research teams. 

2* to set up a system for measuring sub-nanosecond nuclear life-tines 

using solid state semiconductor detectors and the computerized pulse height 

analysis system* 

A discussion of the former is to be found in chapter 4.* Herat  we will concern 

ourselves with the reasoning behind the *ieeigi of our life-time meamwin(L'. 

system. 

The system as a whole is required to provide good energy resolution 

WA good timing characteristics: this is best attained by performing energy 

selection with one chain of slow electronics and extracting time information 

along a seperate (fast) chain of electronics, culminating in suitable "fasts 

slow" coindslonoe circuitry to permit data collection of only the relevant 

information. 

(a) The detector assembly 

us the myatow is to be used for alpha- and low energy beta- detection, 

any window through ithieb the radiation must peas must be as thin as possible. 



Detector assemblies maintained at liquid 4roen temperatures, which could 

not be opened to the atmosphere, would present considerable difficulty in 

introducing and refurbishing a fast decaying source; ta4, at the time of 

setting up the experiment, there were no detectors, available on the market 

wtitch could be cycled between liquid nitrogen- and room temperatures. So 

it was decided to use silicon detectors at room temperature in a chamber 

which was easily accessible. However, a refrigeration unit was on )*nt so 

it was incorporated into the system to stablise and maintain the temperature 

of the detectors just below room te4rature (thus reducing electronic noise). 

To permit refrigerated operation and reduce energy' degradation in alpha 

particles, the whole was operated in vaouo in a specially constructed vacuum 

chamber. 

(a) Method Of time piok-'oft 

Bell (82) in a comparison of ]ea.(g  edge and cross-over pick-off timing 

techniques showed that leading edge timing will always be superior tatiticaUy* 

A suitable fast leading edge time pick-off unit appeared to be the Ortec 260 

unit in conjunction with the 4.0t control unit. So leading edp timing, backed 

by pulse height compensation, wasselected* No suitable fast voltage preemp-

lifter was available to augment weak timing signals for the Ortec 260 unit, 

so it was decided to construct aught a unit in the laboratory. A further 

disadvantage of cooled detectors would have been the need to cool the input 

F, Be T. transistors in both the charge sensitive and voltage sensitive 

pz'eamplifisrs this would have introduced constructional problems in the 



detector had ssssebZy, 

(0) Time'u'to.eaplitude converter 

In a revise paper by oats, at 	it was noted that the pulse over- 

lap type of timesutomesplitude converter appeared to give better differential 

linearity for short time ranes than the etaz'bstop type.  As there was no 

pulse overlap converter caroia2ly available, it was decided to develop 

one for this experiment to operato in the range 0 - 30 nai)aecors. 

(a) Pulse height compensation 

Since leading edge timing was selected, it must be followed by zone 

form of pulse height coiensation. The type of Watem, which seemed to give 

best conpensation was one by L.be 	which utilized a second time-to. 

amplitude converter operating on the slow channels in the reverse direction 

to the fast converter. It was a simple matter to feed a slow converter with 

uure waYS pulses from a conmercial timing discriminator and sum, the out. 

puts of the two converters, 

(e) Data collection 

To ztablize the timing chain it was intended to use some term of feed 

back stabliaatiCn by 14eetS.ng a standard event at the beginning at the 

ratan 	as is eon, practice in energy ectroacopy. The Northern 

Scientific ITS 627 A. D, Co  provided the facility of up to 8192 channel 

digitization combined with a built-in atablizing qystem, and so seemed the 

best choice of A. I). Co to couple to the PDP/L computer for our purposes. 



(t) Other equipment 

where possible, ooieroial modules were used for standard operations 

within the timing iWatem, and were bought fras $ local manufacturer (Nuclear 

Enterprises Ltd.) so as to have preiç't service in case of malfunction. It 

was convenient (almost essential) to have at heat a 	11 pulse h*LIt analyser 

(Laben lOO channel) as well as the cuter avaten for preii*irtar'y setting.' 

up purposes and for monitoring axW drift in the enerr channels during live 

timing runs* 

r full tur1rnoal do'iption of our oyatamus initiallv set-up, follow,  

in the next chapter, 



NI 	Intrqductio 

In this chapter a full description of the lifa.'tiae aeasuting rystem, 

as criclomlly constructed, is given 	with the sc.ptiox* of the cuter 

controlled pulse IId.IJht analysis ajrstem, which is dealt with in chapter 4. 

Later, In chapter 5, we shafl  describe the modifications that bad to be carried 

out in the li6ht of measurements performed with this aystun, 

]$.g. 19 shows a block diap'aa of the oc*lete electronic qys,6em, he 

nuclear radiation from source (z) Is detected by solid state (silicon) 

detectors (D1  and D2), operating in vacuo at .'50C • The bias voltages to the 

detectors are supplied by two high voltage unite (n.T.) • The fast lelvtg 

edge of the signal from the detectors is picked oft by a fast voltage aepli..' 

tier (v/s amp,) before the whole charge is passed to a charge sensitive 

peas,litier (c/s amps) • The time mark generation is performed by an Ortee 

260 time pick-eft unit (T.P.Q.), ted by the iut voltage preamplifier. 2be 

time mark signals from each channel go, via Ortec 4.03&  (T.P.o. Control) unite, 

to the two inputs of the how-built t1140'to-amplitude converter (Past T.1.c.) 

the output of Which goes through a 5W nanosece delay cable before reaching 

the suining amplifier (Sun) • The slow signals collected in the charge aozi 

siti,. precasplifier (c/s. Amp.) are amplified (Amp.) and used for onez' 

selection by a single channel a1aiyaor (s.c.A.). .a mentioned in chapter 2, 



Fig. 19 



PIG 	- Pulse generator, Tektronix 111 

$ OR Radioactive source 

D10 '2 	- Radiation detectors 

- bias zppr for detectors, NS 4605 

c/s AV. 	- Charge sensitive prealifier, NE 5287 

v/s a. 	- Peat voltage sensitive preamplifier, hose-built 

T.P.O. 	- Ortec 260 Use pick-oft unit 

T.P.0, Control - Orteo 403 control unit 

Asp. - Slow pulse .mplitior, NE 4603 

Fast ?.A.C. - Past Use-to-amplitude converter, hone-built 

Trig. - Monostable circuit to trigger timing discriminator, 
hone-built - Suxamlflg amplifier, hone-built 

TJ.C. - Slow ti 	to-amplitude converter, hone-built 

S.C.A. single channel pulee height analyserp NE 4602 

T. Disc. Timing di.acz4'netor, NE 4616 

Disc, - Integral discriminator, NE 4623 

Coma. - Triple coincidence unit, WE 4620 

P.H.Analyser - Computerized 	1tiehanno1 pulse height analyser, NS 627 

0 - denotes a d.ley cable 
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whore leading edge tii4ng is used, some too's of pulse height conpeneation 

Is required. This is pirtørsed in this Watem W the use of a second time 

converter operating In reveres (tisewise) to the fast time converter. Ties 

sark signals are gensa'sted from the leading edge of the slow pulses 1W a 

timing discriminator (T. Disc.) and the pulses from both osnn*ls fed to the 

slow time converter (T. A. C.). The outputs from the two time converters 

are mn',ed in a ming amplifier (Bus) and analysed by a multichannel pulse 

heIght analyser (.ii. Analyser) • To select only the røquired signals for 

analysis, the input to the Kickserter Is sated by a triple coincidence (come.) 

circuit whose inputs are derived from the two slow channel analysers (S. CO  IL.) 

sod an integral discriminator (iso) at the output of the meeing amplifier. 

To en.axw that pulse height caenaation only ooctus when a gscnine output 

from the last T. A. C. appears, a discriminator (irig.) sets one of the timing 

cUeczlmimators road.y for action, To generate a etablising peak in the time 

a pulse generator (i) sends a signal Into each channel, one 

delayed slightly  behind the other to Offset the posh within the time spectrus. 

3s 2 	pteatoraj  Hoimç aM Vae Sis 

IL j en. &epletian 3.syer silicon (lithiun drift) dMeotor (NS 2004) 

sod a 2 eno depletion layer  aLlison (lithium drift) detector (Nit 200.2) wore 
to detect 

used/tb. 976 Ks,. sod 482 Ks,. A-eonveraioa electrons of B1201, These detector 

tbieknessoe gnvs a suitable compromise between good wargy resolution of the 

976 Xevo elsetrcna sod a tact charge collection. The sours., an a thin foil, 

was eand*iohsd between the two detectors and the whole assembly mounted on 
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$ cold finger Inside the vacuum gVetm (sea fig. 20). The detectors were 

designed to work at room temperature, but operation at a steady -50C gave a 

reduction in noise and eliminated the chance of any spurious effects due to 

thermal variations. A bias Of 4200 volts was applied through a 10 !tn- resistance 

to the 2004& detector and +700 volts to the 200u'u2A detector; this to about 

twice the r.00mnez4.d voltage but gave an impx'o,ement in time resolution 

(by increasing the rise-tine) whilst not noticeably deteriorating the slow 

channel energy resolution. Leads from the detectors were passed through the 

vacuum chamber via 0-ring sealed P. E, T. plugs. The extenul leads to the 

fast amplifiers are 5 ceoo in lenj and, to the charge sensitive amplifiers 

a further 5 one., being as short as physically possible. 

The vacuum Vetem, shown sohematicafly in fig,21, consists of standard 

units - a 04POOKUVUO oil vapour diffusion pump ()P), model SO 21, backed by 

a rotary pump (RP), model I 3C 50 A. The vacuum chamber can be isolated from 

the pumping varstan by a butterfly valve (Dv); a rou&jag line is also 

provided. The pressures are monitored in the chamber by a Penning Gauge (?en) 

and in the backing line by is Pirani Gauge (Fir) • A pressure of 3 * 10 torr 

Is easily maintained and the time to reduce the pressure below 10" torr is 

less than 5 minutes. The cold finger (C) is attach to a container (1') inside 

the vacuum chber;  Anti-freeze (A) to pumped through the container by a 

(rants pumping refrigeration unit, type LB 4.. This unit thermostatically 

maintains the temperature to within 

For safety there is an oil vapour trap (T). containing flowing cold water 

(w) to condense any vapour which might otherwise daage the detectors and a 

magnetic valve (sv) to incorporated to geard against mains failure. The various 
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vewum lines are ctrolled by meaial valves (v). 

30 	Fast electronics 

(a) Fast preamplifiers 

The electronic resolution of the Orteo 260 time pic.off unite, ueed 

on their own, is equivalent to 600 1(ev.; thus, to observe particles of this 

order of Sawa a fast low noise preamplifier is zquired. The method of 

time pick-off in the Ortea 260 unite is performed by passing the sigeal from 

the detector to the charge sensitive preamplifier through a specially designed 

transformer which senses the current flowing (see fig. 4 8a"d), The current 

In the secondary winding is passed to the input of a multistage amplifier 

before discrimination by a tunnel diode monostable circuit. smusing the cure 

rent flowing to a detector is indeed the way to obtain the fastest rise-time 

pulse, but it does not necessarily dive the beat time resolution (as defined 

in section 2: fOe) • Sherman et si . 	have tackled this problem and designed 

a low noise P. So T. input preamplifier which, although sensing the collection 

of charge at the detector rather than the current flowing to the detector 

and hence a slower rise-time pulse, given a superior time resolution* no 

such unite were constructed (fig, 22) and thMr operate as follows. The fast 

and slow systems are joined in parallel by an iM'ctance (470 'iii) which 

delays the transfer Of charge into the slow charge sensitive preamplifier 

whilst generating a voltage pulse at the input of the fast preamplifier. 

The inductance is large enough to allow full voltage amplitude at the F. So to 

of the fast amplifier before the pulse decays as the charge transfers to the 
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slow ohs'ne1. The 4.7 ii  resistance in parallel serves to el4bate ringing 

duo to the ir4uctanee but it unfortunately contributes a noticeable aiaowit 

of noise to the slcwohatnel. lit enetfort to reduce this, the resistance 

was renoved and the 'value of the inductance decreased until the ringing 

ceaecd* floove1, this gaYe* decrease in signal voltage i the fast preu 

amplitiex', therefore it was decided to retain a larger fast channel signal 

at the mWense of the slight (10 Xsv.) energ degradation in the slow channel, 

The resistance (iO in the source of the?, £. To was sot for a current of 

8 M through the transistor hare, 19 Ohas* 

Across the output line of the fast prslifior was inserted an integrating 
a 

capacitor. According to Douilas/ et *1. 	, the insertion of a low pass 

filter whose time constant is of the sane order as that of the passing pulse 

provides aptiva tine resoluton. This was fcw4 to be so, erperinentally, 

as shown in the table in fig. 23. The cepactor also helps to dnnrp out any 

unwantod residual ringing in the cirouit, 

The preanplifiera were constructed on double øidi',d printed ciru&t 

boar'd, laying out the ccrçouents with extreme care in order to maintain the 

taut (2 nanoseconds) pulse riaetiae and to keep ringing to a minim=. 

The output was fed to the current transformer in the Ortes 260 unit, the 

other end being terminated by a 50 oha resistor (see fig. 2b). By varying 

the value of the plug"in resistor (ia) at the input of the 260 unit, the 

gain of the fast ailitier chain could be controlled. 

The 260 uuit consists of a fast amplifier followed by a tunnel diode 

discriminator whose triggering level is controlled by the Ortec 403a  unit. 

The square wave output from the 260 unit was found to 'vary in length with 
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countrate. TO provide a standard square pulse to feed the overlap ,pe time. 

to..a,wlitude converter, a further tunnel diode monoetable circuit was, inserted 

after the 260 unit. The circuit, sheen wheaatica13' in fig. 24a, was a 

modification Of that used. by Clausen and Nainan. The length of the Out-

put pulse from the Ortec 260 unit was Z) nSg the wonoetable was not by a 

stable value ot the Inductance lto generate a pulse ot80nS. The nono. 

stable circuit was constructed on a email printed circuit board and mounted 

inside the 260 casing, 

(b) Tiiee.'to"aapiithde converters 

Both tine'.to"amplitude converters are of the pulse overlap type and, as 

mentioned in chapter 2, give a doubled. output. Therefore, to obtain a single 

value from the fast time converter (the signals to the slow time converter 

are gated betez'o conversion), the output signal is passed through a linear 

gate (NZ 5730) controlled by a fast caincidenee circuit as sheen in fig. 27. 

The tine-to-amplitude converters are based on a d.eo4n by 

the circuit of the fast T. i. C. is sheen in fIg. 25. The two input trsn 

tetor's, T and T2, are biased so as to be corducting in their quiescent 

state with transistor T, out oft. ilbon either T, or T2  is out  off by a 

negative input pulee,froa the 80 nS maceatable in the 260A03A combination, 

all the current from the constant current generator T4.flows  through the other 

transistor and T remains oft. 'when both T, and T2  are out off, the current 

Is switched to T3  and integrated on the 330 pP Capóitor at T3. The output 

from the collector, going to emitter follower T5, has &a amplitude, 

V = I.Ab/C1 
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where 	I 	current supplied by 

C5 	capacitance at the collector of T3, 

period of overlap of the input pulses, 

ming the input pulses to be flat topped, then V 

The fast øoinoi4snce circuit (fig. 26) owU%illing the linear gate 

(normally held open) was designed and built along the same lines as the fast 

T. A. C., except that the current switched fZ'on the input P.Vj6A transistGre 

causes a tunnel diode 1N3717 to trig&jer, generating the gating pulse. !i%e 

coincidence circuit aorta out the enter of overlap by vetoing, in the linear 

gate, one of the nodes of overlap. 

¶IO t:Lqlag AGçUOnCe of the overlap process nay be un1eratool from figs. 

27 eM 28. Fig, 27 gives the various (deliberate) delays inserted between 

the ul*ctronio acklulas in the two fast timing oIiainaj frta eaoh 4.03A fen' 

out unit, one of the two fast negative pulses goes to the coincidence unit 

and the other to the To A. C. such that a signal travelling along channel 

alpha will reach the coincidence circuit 4.8 n3 after reaching the T, A. C. 

uM a signal travelling along channel beta 4U reach the oinoi4*nce 

circuit Y. ns before eaehing the T. A, C.. i'ig, 28a shows the time rcltLom. 

sh3,p of a pulse in channel beta arriving at the T. A. C. approximately 20ri 

before a pulse from channel alpha. The orerlap of beta before alpha 

produces an output (o/p) pulse whose height is V and which is not vetoed 

by the coincidence unit, Fig. 28b, on the other hand, shows the other mode 

of overlap 	the situation where an output pulse V is generated by the 

input pulse frun cthannel fapft arz'iving appx!odmate2y 20 US before a pulse 

from channel bet; here the output pulse V is vetoed by a coincidence 
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occuxtn8 at the coincidence irnit. 

TO maintain speed and reduce ringing (thereby frçroving conversion 

Unearity) • the fast T. A. Co circuit was built on double-sided hii frequency 

printed circuit board with careful attention paid to component layout. 

AC the To A. Co conversion does depend on the shapes of the moaning pulses, 

ones calibrated, the interconnecting oablea from the 260 units to the T. A, Co 

were not exchanged, Aqy delay required in either channel is inaerted. between 

the fast aaplifier and the input of the 260 unit. 

3*4. 	luwApi ic1 

(a) 	to-ariplitutle converter 

The slow T, A. C., whose circuit to given in fig, 29, is almost identical 

to the fast?. A, C, except that it operates on a tin scale appmdmtoly 

2() greater and with positive logic. The output is integrated  to 0.5 ii 

rise-tine in the output enitter follower for feeding to the =wIng aeplifter, 

The input pulses to the slow To A. C. cone from the delayed (variable) 

output of the timing diacrisinatorsi theee trigger on the leatUng edges of 

the signals from the respective slow cbanne3,a. The length of output pulse 

from both discriminators was modified to 4.00 nS duration and the variable 

delay to 0 300 n$. The timing discriminator in channel beta is externalir 

triggered by the output of the fast T. A. C. This removes tivantad single 

pulses fran the slow T. A. C. 
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(b) suma4 g saplifior 

The eigsal from the fast T. A. Co goes via a 500 aS delay cable to the 

"fast T. A. C.' input of the  sumaing amplifier (see circuit in fig. 30); the 

siial from the slow T. A. C. goes to the "slow T. A, C." input. The former 

ignn1 passes through a two stags amplifier and a 0.5 pS i.eetine shaper 

and then to the somning unit; the latter nigoal, ich has 4rs94 been shaped 

to 0.5 sS rise'time, pause through a one stage amplifier to the summing 

unit. There the two signals are added, inverted arid fed to en output seitter 

follower, whence the composite signal is anavaed by the pulse height 

analysis Iwatese 

(o) Ccsm*rc1e3. equipment 

The rest of the slow electronics, apart from the computerisad pulse height 

ana1sis nVoteag  is made up of standard N. I. M. units manufactured by' 

Nuclear izterpriaes Ltd. They comprise the followiag 

Detector bias supply' NE 4.605 

Charge sensitive preaapltt.ter 118 5287 

Pulse amplifier NE 4.603 

Pulse height analyser NX 4,602 

Timing discriminator NE 4616 

Integral discri  minator NE 4623 

Coincidence unit TE 46) 

Scaler/timer NE 4612 
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Radiation pulse simulator 

To help  sot VP the *xpex'inent, an electronie prømpt souro." was constructed 

(sOS fig. 31) • This takes a negative square waveform frem $ Zrons PC 32 

pulse generator and shapes it to ejailats "live" radiation pulee. After 

shaping, in order not to sites' the use-time with variation of the 500 ohm 

potenticmstez', the aigaal is passed through a double emitter f011ower which 

presents to the potentiometer an Impedance of approximately 30 	; the 

estimated rise-time variation through the A41 range of the potentiometer 

is less than 0.o05 (i.e. 2 pz in 4.0 nrise"time). 

Logic converter 

Because the X,abn Kicksorter requires negative pulses of 4.4 volts and 

wide to operate its coincid.nee/anticoincithrnoo circuitry, the MS 627 

A. D. C. requires positive pulses of +3 volts and > 5 aS wide and the out-

put pulses from the N. I. M. coincidence unit are +3 volts and ?r  us wide, a 

fan-out logic converter was, constructed. This accepts any pulse >+3 volts 

and converts it Into +5 volts at one output and. .5 volts at the other, both 

Tperature atabliztion 

Portunats]y the laboratory in which the prosent ameriment was condupted. 

W thermostatically controlled heating; thee the terature was maintained 

between 23°C eM 27°C. 
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J$ Part of this projects  a pulse height analysis aystem was set up using 

"atsr.d real time access to a MOU ocmputerw(3)*  High resolution auto.. 

mated data acquisition systems (in our seas a oulticliennel analyser) are 

so costly that it is more economical for a group of potential users to pool 

resources and purchase me meaU computer, to this they may collectively 

Interface their respective e.riments and have all and aur, than the advantages 

Of a  BUMszd system. HOver, it does require a sophisticated Supervisor 

at once nitten, proplamoing for the individual experiments 

is not difficult. The ozpriments in this laboratory currently interfaced 

to the oc*iuter are, 

10 VILnd tunnel control and data logger 

Multiahanne3, pulse heit Analymer 

Vanguard particle track scanning machine 

1+0 D. U. J. Co graph measuring system 

As well, when operating on"flns and otfuline, program editing and oauting 

facilities are availables 

we dM33 limit ourselves to the relevant aspects of this particular project, 

as a fuller description has been given 



412 math= 

The computer used is a Digital POP/8 with 8K on store; peripheral isdoos 

to the central processor unit (C. P. U.) include 2 Teletypes, & high speed 

paper tape reader/punch, 31 .E.C&4p. transports, an A/I) and 1)/A oonerter 

and an oscilloscope. The front end Of the pulse height analysis  syaten, in 

a separate. room, ooaprieeo a Northern Scientific 8192 oil A. D. C. type 

NS 627, an instruction console, a Tektronix storage oscilloscope type B 56 

and a Bryane 21001 Smph plotter. A block diadran of the iWatem is shown 

in fig. 32. Photographs of the cosputer and the front end are included. 

The NS 627 an3.yser was chosen because of Its internal digital stable.' 

stion. The operation of the stabhisw Is fully described in the msnual; 

but, briefly, an adjustable window looks onto a standard peak within the apoct' 

rum to be analysed and maintains the overall @Oa and the sore position of 

the whole qstem (not just the A, D. C.) constant with respect to that pOuk. 

in this experiment a standard timt peek is nerated by injecting two pulses 

from a pulse generator into the inputs of the preamplifióre (see fig. 19). 

They are slightly delayed with respect to one another so that the standard 

peak on whiah the system is to be locked 3i,i in the upper pert of the spectrum 

MA out of the way of the live measurements. 

4:3 	jMgECWjA& of NS 627 to PDPL 

There are two methods of interfacing an A. 1). C. to a computer, either 

y "data brsk" or Iw 'program interrupt". In the former, the core of the 
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cosputer is ocumeoted directly to the A. D. C. ach that the data b..pa1aO1 

the C. P. U. In the latter, the A. I). Co is coupled to a butter vkich,, an 

Initruction, can be reed by the Co P. U. The tamer allows very fast data 

collection but is restricting in that the locations for data acquisition are 

fi_zed; and the Interface is ooet]y. The latter Is restricting on the eped 

of data acquisition (8 K p.p.e.) but pazaits a high degree of flexibility, 

the locations of the controlling prop= and the data store being controlled 

entirely by software and the interface is relatively cheap. 1re use Pprrogrea 

interrupt'. 

The drawings for the interface, which was dasiisd and built in the 

laboratory, are aho* in the 5.nC2UIiaCt photographs; the interface wiring is 

given tithe table in M& 33. The f2 bit address ot the NS627A.D. Co 

is coupled to the P1W/8 buffer by 25 $a. of 15 core screened cable; the 

sTou and ?TCH ceemsats occupy two of the retnlng 	Another 15 core 

screened cable interconnects the Pu&i Button, 3 Instruction Switah bits, a 

12 volt power line end 6 relay/indicator light  lines to the  cosputor. ¶j'a 

X, 7, Z signals for the storage oscilloscope cone through separate low Ions 

coaxial cables; the graph plotter is hrought into circuit ataply by Switching 

(by reløy fran the instruction console) the X and 7 oscilloscope lines 

to the X and r input terminals of the graph plotter. It is than treated by 

the prop" as a very slow sweeping oscillosoops. 

L!L 

In order to operate several experiments si4tsneouely it is necessary 
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to have the Supervisor Program. The essential funotiona of this are to provide 

the routines for moltiprogr 4ng and to handle the input/output tar the 

various programs In an efficient *7. In .&Iitiam, it provides routines needed 

by more than ace near. 'ibe advantages of running a program nnOr euch a gWotdo 

are that the focilitiPeB developed for the Waten as a ibele are iediately 

avsil&bl• to all usezoe with vezi little paograing effOrt, we have access 

to the hii speed reader/punch or magnetic DJ.C.'tepo at the central cuter, 

Multiprograeuiflg is handled by keeping $ queus of pointers to active prom 

grams. Each program mast call the routine SUSPW after running fOr not more 

than 1/20 th seos. This action causes suspension of the program until all 

other pro*as hate bed a chance to run (for not mci'e than 1/20 tb sea, each) 

after iibicb, the program is reactivated at the point from *icb it suspended 

itself. In effect, calling SUSP1]) causes a pointer to the program to be 

placed at the and of the program queue end the program indicated by the first 

word in the queue to be entered (see fig. 3a) • ihis method of sultiprogramaing 

is particularly useful on a smell macbine ebiob has no special Lalti. 

progreeuing har4vsre. 

This program we written to test the AWntem and to provide the basic 

essentials of a standard pulse Might analyser. Althaum the A. D. C has 

a potential of 8192 ch.xin,ls, it is restricted (for the sake of other on-line 

users) to 102I channels, being quite sztfiotent for general use. The vh4e 

program is In two sections 	the pert which does the actual oinioatien 
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with the A. D. C., accepting rbere and thoreienting the appropriate channels, 

and the part which controls the  overall functions of the Wstaft  as an en4ysor. 

The terser is an integral part of the Supervisor and is persenentiy held in 

core; it functions ilTeepectivo of the control progras when an interrupt 

at the A. D. Co occurs; but, in processing, it tests a number of conditions 

not by the control, program e.go overflow? data-disable? etc. It sr one of 

these Conditions Is not sstistid, the rnatb.r is rejected returning the 

computer to norsal Operation. Only when the P. ft. A. etrol program is in 

core is the aystan usable as a pulse hoiiit analyser, 

Being a standard program, a copy 01 the P. H. A. control progm is 

held on eapetic D,.C.u4apc and with the I Uowing instructions yin the 

Teletype eq be brought dmon Into core, 

£ * 7400 : X $ 4477 

N: X :4027 

N: X :7400 

I : 7400 

and to end the program, the following instruction, 

B 1 7403:440 

Here, I refers to the previous contents of the address being examined, printed 

out by the machine. Once the program is loaded into the computer, all 

further instructions are given from the Instruction console beside the A. I). C. 



setting the sppropil.ate switch pattern end depressing the Push Button. 

The instruction patterns an the switch register are as follows, 

Enable using double precision 	0000 

Enable using single precision 	1 0 0 0 

Disable 	 0100 

Poet 	 1100 

Erase 	 0010 

Plot 	 0111 

Scope on/ott 	 111 0 

The Enable/Disable coseMe tell the computer to accept or reject data tron 

the A. D. C. The Enable/double precision splits the nesory into to halves 

using corresponding &i1*le in the second halt as overflow counters for the 

first, thus increasing the maxivin count from 4095 to 8388607 i.e, appr 

This, however, halves the resolution to 512 channels. The Test corarxi.i gm-

crates a St#  indrew'a cross in the memory for aligning up the oscilloscope 

dipla1y. The Emso command sets all data locations to sore. The Plot command 

requires 3 successive depressions of the Push Buttons the first holds the 

display routine in readiness at channel 11, the second initiates a very slow 

sweep Of the mesory and the third restores normal oscilloscope display. 

The Scope on/off caz4 provides the facility of writing the display on 

the oscilloscope in storage sods, than shutting down the time consuming 

display routine. This is useful where spectrum acousulation is slow and 
only intermittent inspection is required. The current nods of operation is 



sheen by iThiminsticn of one or sore of the indicator Uite. 

A flow chart of the P. H. A. control program in given in ttg.35. In 

the idle state the program tests the Push Button, displays a section of the 

spectrum and returns control to Supervisor (as displaying the spectrum in one 

of the few routines which requires a large amount of C. P. U. tine, the display 

is split into sufficiently sea)l sections to avoid stealing time from other 

users; also, it is interleaved to reduce flicker) • If the Button is depressed, 

the program reads the switch register and branches to the appropriate routine. 

Being $ lengthy process, the Plot routine in broken up by a SUSPEiD instruction 

between each point plotted, 

The actual t&4ng of data from the A. D. C. is done wider IN?mlJP. 

AS soon as en address in the A. D. C, buffer is MAY for transfer, a SPORE 

coomand is generated causing an rMMRUPT in the computer, The computer 

ceases normal operation to search out and process the interrupting device; 

on completion, it passes a CLER/PECH ocisnand back to the A. D. C. which 

in turn resets iteeUtn preparation for the next analysis. In order to give 

every priority to ThTERRUPPa from fast devices such a$ the A. D. C., the 

major part of the processing of INTERRMPfe from slow devices (such as the 

Teletype) is done by a Secondary Interrupt Processor Routine (ace rig. 36), 

which itself may be interrupted by a further hard-ware EIUtUPT, In this 

eiy, two priority classes of INTERRUPT are etab1ithed 	a high and a low 

without the expense or complication of a hardware Automatic Priority Interrupt 
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IWcU= -MBEM for ! H. A. Syt 

Since core specs is at a premium when operating in shared real time access 

*cde, once a spectrum has b*an accumulated, the Pb H. A. control prou 

may be deleted from core to asks apses for eu3d.liary routines such as the 

luNCH and CJ1T1 C'ID routines, The PUNCH routine punches Out the channel contents 

4ang with channel identification in octal numbers, This is converted into 

typescript off-line on the spare Teletype,* The CTiOZD routine calculates 

the centroi4 position of a $ingle (tine) spectrum, printing the answer out 

on the on-line ¶reletype. It firstly calculates, 

1023 
DOOM 	 n 	where n no#  of counts in channel x, 

0 	 * 

storing the number in octal double precision. Secondly it calculates, 

1023 
NUN 	Z. n. x 	where x a the channel nturiber, 

0 

storing the number in  octal triple precision. 3oth numbers are converted 

to decimal and printed Out. It would be wasteful to attast to osiculate 

10 S X o CTROID = 	x  

ax 

on the ccuter, as it in such simpler to perform the calculation on a 1 

place desk-top calculator, 

These amdliazy programs are all initiated by loading the relevant binary 
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tape into the h&ih  sped reader and typing, 

Ia 

I : 7200 

The pulse hed#t iIflL1y$1$ pro** say easily be returned to the saehine fron 

satetic tape as described above. 

A further standard program which is used is the BZNAPX 1UI4CR. One of 

Us problems with scat nuclear mpectroscor experiments is that they require 

long periods of time to collect a siiticsnt number at live counts. Ou 

n/8 computer is often used twice a day for aoimamiaatton with the Regional 

Computing Centre's IBM 360/50, which uses up the entire core apace of the 

PDP/8. The BINARY PU?fCH program extracts from  the core the partially ct*vpletett 

spectrum onto paper tape; then, after the co*nicationa run, when the 

Supervisor' has been reinstated, the spectrum may be restored to cci's from 

the paper tape. The instructions for the whole aperattan are as follows: 

insert the aUt&T FWQi binaar tope Into the hish speed reader and p., 

	

5600 	(computer address at channel I of data) 

	

P7577 	( " 	 ioz 14) 

ALT MODE 

and the data tape is produced. The contents are restored to core by loading 
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the data tape into the bi&I weed reader aM aily typing, 

L 

To return to stanUrd pulse height anal7nts, the P. No A. control program 

mist be reinserted (as before), since the BXIWtT IJNCH program o'vei'#-itee it. 

A l.teting of all the programs dwoveloped for this project are given at the  

4 of this thesis in the sppe!141Y. 
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(a) Calibration of tiaeto'a*plitndo oonvertez's 

There are three main methods of calibrating time-to-amplitude converters. 

Th are, 

I • Delay insertion 

2# Statistical coincidence 

3. Use of Satling Oscilloscope 

mw first of these is the sapleat; a pulie from a pulse generator is divided 

and passed along the two fast obaimele to the T. A. C.(seo fig. 37a).  Different 

delays either by electronic means or by delay *able are inserted into one 

of the fast channels and the resultant output pulse is measared.. The 

racy her. Is united to the error in measuring the Inserted delay. 

The statistical eotncidnoe method or *itespectrum" method (fig. 7b) 

feeds a re1ar pulse train, idwse interval is greater than the range of the 

To A. C., into one channel and a random pulse train, such as would be generated 

by triggering on nuclear radiation or noise, into the other. There is an 

equal probability of any period of time delay occurring beteen the stop and 

start pulses, and so there is no preferred pulse height from the To . Co 

It its conversion Is truly linoar 881189 . If this signal is fed, into a multi- 

channel pulse height analyser,  a flat or "white spsctrt" should appear. 
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flOweYG', the method has some diaa&v*ntagep; firstly, for a noni4inear con-

verters, it gives results which are not easily interpretable and, eeooz4ly, 

it ices not provid.e an absolute time calibration. But it dose give a very 

sensitive teat of the differential liniarity. 

To uMeetan4 the method Of calibration using a smuspling oscilloscope, 

t is neaessary to appreciate the operation of the easpling unit itself. 

On an oscilloscope one can increase the speed of conpiete,  pulse display to 

a certain limit only 	this limit being d.eternlxzed by the speed of the 

amplifying circuitry and the cathode ray tube within the instrumento Boyond 

this, one must use the &impling technique in conjunction with a train of 

Identical input pulsesBasically, an instantaneous voltage is sampled 

in successive steps from øacb pulse end the *o]e reconstructed on the screen, 

This is achieved as follows (see fig. 38), The horizontal sweep is produced 

by a slow staircase voltage which is incremented each time a sample is to 

be displayed. Quo excursion of the Input signal causes the triSpr circuit 

to perform one cycle of the sampling operation, producing one dot on the display. 

The cycle starts when the trigger circuit recognises an excursion of the 

trgering signal aM unclamps a fast ramp *aerator which produces a run-

down voltage to be compared to the slow staircase voltage. The resulting 

comparison pulse is sent to the vertical system as a sampling-drive pulse 

and to the staircase circuit as a staircase advance pulse, The sampling circuit 

than samples the input signal and advances the staircase generator by one 

step. The output from the sampling memory (which belie the Instantaneously 

sampled voltage level until changed by the next sample) is applIed to the 

vertical amplifier and the new staircase output level is applied to the 



horisoatsi deflection of the oscilloscope. each subsequent triggering event 

initiates the same sequence of events but, since the staircase voltage waves 

do= one step each time, the fast ramp has to run slightly farther each time 

before a oapparison pulse is produced, In this way, the sampling omt is 

delayed by sucoesively longer intervals with respect to the triggering point. 

It is this aampliwg pulse whiah is used to atop the T. A. Co and the input 

signal which is used to start it, thereby giving successive integral intervals 

of time difference between the stap and start signals. The?. A. C. output, 

hen fed into a nazltiohazmal pulse height analyser, gives a series of peaks 

corresponding to the interval of time stepped by the sampler, on same 

ICicksortars such as the Laben 400 Spectroscope,, the integrating facility 

permits an  insight into the integral linearity, Using the sampling osciU- 

OSCOP. method of oslibration, Cho and 	claim en accuracy of a few 

picosaconda. 

There are Other methods si1 lar to this where the sampling 'scope is re-

placed by two fast pulse generators running slightly out of phase with one 

another. These likewise produce a train of start,-stop pulses with successively 

increasing time intervals (88)  , 

The method of calibration used here is scmeiat simpler than that of 

Cho and 	As the T. A. C. is used in conjunction with the time 

pick-off units, standard Tektronix oscilloscop, probes were plugged into the 

inputs of the 260 units and used, as probes, to take oft the signals from  the 

relevant points (x and T in diagram in fig. 38) within the sampling unit. 

In order not to upset the operation of triggering and of the ramp generators 

the start pulse was taken fram points X (fig. 38) where the input signal is 
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about to be sampled, az4 the stop pulse frou point T, where the aa,lei.drj,e 

pulse enters the diode nwqaing bridge. A Tektronix type 111 pulse generator 

provided a fast input ei&mal of approz. 0.5 volts to initiate the sampling 

cycles. Photographs of a typical output from the two T. A. Cos, when displayed 

on a slow sweeping oscilloscope, using the above method are shown in fig. 39; 

in the fast T. A. C., each successive output pulse corresponds to an inore-

merit of I USo in the input time d.el&yj in the slew T. A. C. the increment 

is 20 We A graphical p].ot of the fast T. A. C. output, via the xsultichsnnel 

s'aiyeer is given in fig. 40. iag. 4.1 gives an integral plot of the delay 

against output pulse height. 

(b) The Ortoc 4.03i fault 

On perforainS the above calibration procedure, it was noticed that the 

T. A. C. voltaga/tise couvwoion varied with discrimination 	lali1 also 

with coustrate in the Ortec 20 unit. This was traced to a faulty circuit 

desii in the 403k control units, Referring to the circuit in fig*  4.21, the 

uI volt supply is fed to the unit through a 10 ohm safety resistor (as are 

all the supplies), with no stablizind element (e.g. Zoner diode) to maintain 

a fixed voltage on side A of this resistor. Thus, when a pulse passes through 

the unit, the various iaouoetables go into action drawing current from the 

-12 volt supply and thereby depressing the potential at point A, Since the 

tunnel diode (in the 260 unit) discriminating current is also taken frem 

point as, the larger the current drawn through the resistance chain, the lower 

the voltage at A; and the higher the count—rate (e.go by lowering the 

dicrimination level) the lower will fall the potential at A. So the diecritrinator 
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level would appear to be non-linear and a function of the oeuntrate. This 

effect is not large and thus not readily noticeable but, when looking tar 

MY =431  time niessarwaents, any such variation could give incorrect results, 

The fanit was remedied by shorting out the tour 10 oha safety resistors in 

each unit. 

(a) Development of the present time-to-amplitude converter 

is mentioned in chapter 2, the pulse overlap type of converter is 

reported to be superior in differential linearity to the start-stop converter 

for short Use seamzreaenta* Therefore it was decided to construct a pulse 

overlap unit and cotare its characteristics to those of a cooneroisi unit 

of the start-'stop type  for the ease time range (a Nuclear terprises I4k 16e3 

converter, Idndly loaned by the firm), A t1aesto aitude 

published by 	was built and tested, Tbis unit was found to have 

rather poor linearity and suffer baUy fran thezil drift. The latter was 

traced to the fact that the origianal circuit used the stray capacitance of 

a transistor On which to integrate the time proportional charge; this was 

partially remedied by adding a 330 p? capacitor in parallel with the stray 

capacitance (see circuit diagram of '2* 	Co in fig, 5). To reduce the re- 

maiming thermal drift, a temperature cou*enaation circuit was incorporated 

into the circuit; two diodes were placed, in series with the potential divider 

which normally elaiça the base of the constant current generator, The temp.. 

erature coefficient (i.ee variation of output pulse height with temperature) 

for this circuit was weasared to be +0.02 per 0C. FJW etablisation, whilst 

in operation, is effected by the NS 627 digital  stabliao.r in the A. D. C. 



The action of the ti to-e]itude converter essentially depends upon 

electronic switch (transistor or diode) being switched on (or oft) to 

pass current to a capacitor for the period of tine, being neaazred, before 

being snitched off (or on) 	or the current rerouted by some otherwitch* 

Now all fast switching circuits are prone to ringing, i.e. they do not 

gnerste a perfect step function, but slightly overshoot and return to the 

second state by a decaying oscillation (as &toen in fig. 4.3) • If the length 

of this oeoillation is of the seas order as the period, of time being measured, 

it then constitutes a non-linearity in charging current and, hence a non-linearity 

In time conversion. The pz'oblem,aa it seems, is that it is virtually 

impossible to construct a time-to-amplitude eonverter for short time measure- 

ments which is perfectly linnmz, 

In the 5t124'stop couyerter, the tranatsto"a, in order to dive good 

linearity for longer time measurements, are overdriven from AiUy on to tu3.3y 

off; this leads to a comparatively large amount of ringing for the first 

50 n* or so and thus poor linearity in this range. So the train of thought 

followed was, instead of overdriving the translators fron one state to the 

other, to switch them fron Just on. to Just oft with a =all but clean square 

wave pulse. But this passes the onus of non-ringing baok to the circuit 

generating the (ideally) square wave pulses. Fortunately the fast negative 

pulses from the Ortec 403A unit, when correctly terminated,, approach the 

Ideal of a. square wave with v4a7 little ringing, so these pulses, whose 

length was dictated by the fast tunnel diode monoatablo Just before the 403A 

unit, were taken directly to the input of the time-to-ançlitu&e converter. 

The pulses were adjusted to be apprGzimately I volt high, simply by altering 

a few resistors within the 4.03A unit). 
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A second drawback ofSimms' circuit was a large (15 K,.) resistor 

connects to a 150 volt supply Iddoh. aerved as a constant currnt generator. 

This generated. approx. 1.3 watts of beat *ioh disturbed, the components 

nearby. It was replaced by a constant current generator circuit into xhich 

was Incorporated the thermal drift compensator. 

In fast electronic circuits, the layout of components is of paramount 

importance. After several circuits were built and modified, the best converter 

was obtained by building it on high frequency double sided printed circuit 

board and edeavouring to malm the path of the signal as short as physically 

possible • Combin1 with careful termination of cables aid stringent A • C. 

decoupling throughout, this eventually gave a time-to-amplitude converter 

dioee d.ifferontial linearity, as measured by the"statistical white noise"  

nethod, was an Improvement on that of the eom*rcinl unit measured under 

jsjc4 aothltiorzs. The results of the tvO may be conmred in fig. 44; 

to be fair to the connercia1 unit, the 'wbite noises' spectrum of the range 

0 - 500 W. is also included.. An integral calibration of this time converter 

Is presented in fig. 41 with the actual &Lital values of the I nanosecond 

time intervals, as m urod. by the sampling 'acopo method, given in the table 

in fig. 45. 

The slow converter was built on the sane lines an the fast converter 

except that the output conversion gain is continuously variable by a muiti-

turn potentiometer for the accurate setting up of pulse height compensation. 

A graph of conversion gain vs, potentiometer setting is given in fig. 46, 

and a differential "white noise" spectrum given in fig. 47. 
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NS 627 A. D. C • settings: 	Crpereicn Sain x 0 - 204.8 channels (0 8 volts) 
Input 	:Qu.lO"Its 

Zero level 	: WA ; 010 

e mark seperticm = I ui. 

Channel Differential I Channel Differential I Channel Differential 

4.2 - .7i 25 914. 23 

66 2) 494,  23 937 23 
90 517 23 959 22 

115 24 982 23 
136 21 564. 23 1005 23 
157 21 58 24 1028 23 
178 21 612 24 1051 23 
197 19 635 23 1074. 23 
218 2 2.3 1097 23 
239 21 681 2 1119 22 
263 24,  23 114.3 23 
286 23 728 24 1166 23 
09 23 751 23 1187 21 

333 775 24 1211 24 

353 22 797 22 1233 M. 
377 22 621 23 1257 
4.00 23 844. 23 1277 20 

4.24 2. R7 23 
1ae6 22 91 23 

Differential linoarity = 1  1 channel over used range i.e. 14, 
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5*2 	The Mjteejt to Masure the Ha1f"Ufe 9C  the flrst 4wil2i  State 

ih the OrLg*a1 erimtd ietas 

(a) Introduction 

In this section we will describe the experimental procedure tolled 

in an attempt to measure a short nuclear life-time t4y the method of "eelf' 

osrison of the carztroid shift"; the following section will describe the 

modifications that was made subsequently to the apparatus, in the light of 

the initial results. The timing was performed by triggering the fast disor 

initiators on the leading edge of the I hey. and 500 Iev, (approx) conversion 

electron pulses from the radiation detectors, the triggering levels being 

set such that the ratio of the discriminator level to the mean average 

mazisum Might of pulses for øach conversion electron was the seas, 

Firstly the parameter, in the slow channels of the gWstem, were set. 

The bias voltges to the detectors were set deliberately hi* to attain as 

fast a rise-time as possible in the fast channels, yet not so high as to 

seriously deteriorate the wersy resolution in the *low channels. The 

amplifier integration and differentiation constants wet's optimised, experimentally 

and the gain ad,juated in both channels so that the 500 Key* and the I Meyo  

conversion electron peaks sat at channels 156 aM 336 respectively on the 

Laben Kicksorter with the back-bias set at 030 (this was used as a visual check 

on drift during live runs) • The slow .lifter output at the channel not 

being monitored by the Laben was terminated with a 6.8 XILreeistor; this 

being the em4rical1y measured input impedance of the Kickaorter. The single 

oaxmel analyses were set to accept the two conversion electron peaks by 



gating the input of the giokaortsz' with the output of the snelyasra. The 

slow coinoidance unit resolving time was set to I p8 and. the delays in each 

charmel were set to p8. The ceitroi4a Of the two ensri peaks accepted 

' the single channel analysers wex,o determined - on the Leben by using 

the Intgration facility and on the NS 27/PDP4 by using the CTkOID 

proam. The various experimental settings for the hole arstem, are tab- 

ulated, in fig. 8, 

The procedure for setting the fast channel parameters was rather involved. 

(upecial].y as it was discovered, that the discriminator level in the Ortec 

O unit was in no way lines )# so the process will be described in detail. 

The puzpoee was to set the fast discriminators to trigger on a oOnstant traction 

of the foil pulse height for the different energies being detected. This 

was determined by viewing the output pulses from the fast t-to"asplitude 

converter, one input channel of which waw being triggered at a fixed point 

in time whilst the fast di 	tar level in the other cbwiel was being 

Investigated - and then vice-versa. The operations are as follows, 

(a) Matching pulses from the Simulator to live radiation pulses 

By gating the slow channel spectrum to the Laben. Kicksorter with the 

output pulses from the corresponding fast discriminator, the triggering level 

In terms of energy as a tUnctiom of setting could be viewed. Two settings 

were noted, one for approximately 300 Keyo and one for approximately 150 Key. 

Then four live tikig experiments were performed, aocmeiiating the time spectra 

in the pulse height analyser,  using the following discriminator settings, 
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ml Alas çnl beta 

Doteetor NE 200'2A liz 2004A 

BLa* +700 V .200 V 

PzGau* gun xl xi 

Slow asp. adn 128 256 

Xnto!atiOfl 0.4. us 0.4. us 

Differantiation I 0.4. us 0.4. uS. 

DiffererItiatiOn 2 04 uS 004 us 

Input cødition Nog. Unterm. Hag. Untarm. 

Past disc. 	500 Kev. 200 24.2 

level 	1Mev. 800 900 

Single 	(A s 036 036 

channel A 500 Key. 

Is 

332 

analyser I rev. 701 687 
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Ch. ilea 	Cb. bets 

(.) 	Put disc. 	 150 Key. 	 150 Kay. 

Slow gate 	 I Kev. 	 500 Key. 

Fast disc. 	 300 (sw. 	 150 Keg. 

Slo, gate 	 I Meg. 	 500 Key. 

Fast disc, 	 150 iev. 	 150 Cay. 

Slow gate 	 500 lCev, 	 I May. 

Fast disc* 	 1501(ev. 	 300Kev. 

	

500 Keg. 	 I Meg. 

This gave a aessare of the rise-times of the I 11eve live pulses in each channel. 

Replacing the live radiation with the S1*aator, the rise-time of the pulse 

from the latter was adjusted us now possible to gtve the same time shift 

tsr the two fast triggering levels (vi.., 150 Key. and 300 Key, levels). 

(C) The aocu"ate determination Of the constant fraotiàn triggering levels 

on the fast discriminators. 

£ block diagram of the configuration at equipment required to, this 

operation is showa in fig. I$, OUS output from the L3ous PG 23 pulse ge*erator 

goes to one input of the time.'to..eaplitude converter vie an Ortac 260 unit; 

the other output goes via the S(4ator and Ortec 260 unit (whose level is to 
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be set) to the other input at the time-to-amplitude converter. Fran the 

second branch of the S4vlator, the iga1 goes to the 1Cickorter via an 

amplifier. 

Viewing the output of the feat emplifier with a Tektronix 585A  oscill-

oscope (2 as rise-time), the Simulator pulse height was adjusted to be 

approximately the same height as the I MeTe radiation pulses. Then the 

gain of the aloe amplifier (to the iickeorter) was adjusted so that the 

output pulse fell into the channel (in the iCickiorter) corrempcnding to the 

saerr centroid, of the I Mave radiation peak. 3o now, by altering the gain 

control on the Simulator, we have a pulse source whose variable pulse height 

could be aocuratel.y determined eM not (relative to the approximate I Nov* 

setting). The centroi4 of the time epeotrina was determined for a I Nov* 

simulated pulse with the test discriminator triggering at approximately 300 Key. 

(but whose dial setting was accurately noted)j the pulse height from the 

Simulator was altered to coincide with the centroid of the 500 KeYe peak 

and the triggering level of the fast discriminator varied until the resultant 

time peak coincided with the time peak for the I Mev. pulse. This whole 

process was repeated for the other channel, thus providing the two required 

constant fraction triggering positions for each chaiwiel. 

(a) Live runs 

To perform a live run, the Tektronix 111 pulse generator which generated 

the stabliaing peek was set to 10 c.p.a. and the NS 627 A. D. Co atabliser 

was "looked in" so that the peek appeared just oft the upper and of the 

time apectrum, i.e* no counts from the pulsar were recorded in the 104 



cheme1s of the memory. The numerous s'logue controls on the electronics were 

set to detect the I Meye conversion electron peak in channel alpha and the 

500 X.. peak In channel beta for the first run - and vice-versa for  the  

second run, Altering the fast discriminator levels for the second run, of 

course, shifted the position of the stabliging peak; this bad to be reset 

to maintain the previous gain of the a)'stem. During a live run, the energy 

spectra in the slow channels were monitored on the Laben kicksorter and any 

drift was aarmal2y correctede 

roll 	i; 
The experimental procedure described above coneistanti.y gave centroid 

shifts of about 2 nanosecs., corresponding to the 300 Key, electrons being 

emitted approximately I nsec* after the I May. electrons. The cause of this 

erroneous result is not fully understood, but is attributed to (a) the difficulty 

In accurately setting the constant traction triggering levels in the Ortac 

time pick-off units and to (b) probable amnetry of the peaks in the time 

spectrum. To show that the life-time is not, in fact, of this order, a single 

time spectrum was accunMalated and a logarithmic plot made, as shown in fig. 50. 

If the life-time were 1 2 nsec., it would appear as a strait line with a 

slope of this value on the left hand side (delayed coincidence slope) of the 

plot. Due to the poor resolution of this time peak, we can only say that the 
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life-time is less than 720 psec* 

The main difficulty identified in performing life-tine measurements  by 

the cetroid shift method In that the output pulse shapes from semiconductor 

detectors for various energies of the incoming radiation are not identical, 

but depend on the type  of detector, its dimensions, the energy of the radiation 

and the st'gl* of incidence. 

(b) The pulse shape from a P-.1-.N detector 

In the idea] p-.ii.n  detector, the electric field is constant throughout 

the intrinsic region. This is achieved, during manufacture, by injecting 

lithium atoms into the semiconductor material (silicon) to equalise the donor 

and acceptor concentrations, so reducing the residual space charge to sore. 

With reference to the diagram in fig. 51, we consider of an electron-

bole pair in the intrinsic region of a p-i-n detector of depletion depth Vdn, 

with an applied bias voltage nVH  (the electric field "r being I ). It the 

electron-bole pair is created at a position "x0" then, after time tt", the 

electron will have moved to 'x' where its velocity is given by: 

= 

where u  is the mobility of an electron in silicon. 	By integration then, 

an 
190 
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According to ham's Theorem, the magnitude of the charge Sndueecl at the 

electrodes by the notion of the electron within the detector iaz 

qj * 
q•ZfZ 

e 

where q is the electronic charge. 

Therefore, 

qj = q. *1eV 	t 

SimtlEriLy for the charge induced by the notion or a hole, 

qih  10  q ,  us  ___ . t 

where uh  is the nobility of a bole in silicon and is approximately one third 

the nobility on an electron. 

The time to collect these carriers at their respective electrodes from 

a point x0  is given by, 

and. 	th a  
uV 

Thus the profile Of the leading edge Of the reszltant output pulse sill have 

two distinct elopes as shown in fig. 500  the relative contributions from the 

two slopes depending an the position of creation within the sensitive layer 

of the detector. 
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we now consider a My  simplified picture (fig. 52) of two radiations 

(500 Pev and I NOV electrons) entering a 2 mm, Si(Li) detector, &a in the 

e,0131ent. According to the rangs.energ chart for silicon, a 500 Key 

electron will penetrate approximately 0.6 ma., whilst a I Nov electron will 

penetrate 1.6 ma. Assuming all the enwr to be deposited very near to the 

end-point, the resultant output pulse profile for the two radiations may be 

estimated from the above theory; the profiles so calculated are shown in 

fig, 52b. From the two profiles it may be seen that their respective tines 

of crossing a constant traction discriminator level 	which, in the 

origionel experiment, wasMwax*may well differ (t1  and ti). Since the 

actual process for the different radiations within the detector Is tar from 

simple or uniform, it is very possible for a timing error of a nanosecond 

to appear in pulses with a ric&tlme of around 50 naso. Our solution to this 

problem is to perform the time measurement between two identical fast pulses 

extracted, by means of thin transmission detectors and perform energy selection 

on the residual radiation passing to the thick detectors, 

(c) The final experimental system. 

From the range-energy chart for silicon a I Nov electron passing through 

a 200 micron thick silicon (surface barrier) detector will deposit a minion 

of 72 Key of energy and a 500 Key electron will deposit 76 Key of energy, 

So, for timing purposes, the energy distinction (and hence any pulse profile 

difference) between the two radiations is removed.. The residual energy of 

the radiation is absorbed by the thick detectors (positioned Immediately 

behind each transmission detector) providing the requisite energy discrimination, 



A block diagram of the new system is shown in fig, 53. The additional electronic 

modules required for the thick detector signal processing are from the 

Nuclear &terpriaes Blinburth Series (marked with "x" on the diagram) • The 

two detection chains (thick detector's and thin detector's) are completely 

separate electronically with the exception of the combined coincidence cir- 

cuitry (Come. 3)  at the end of each chain. Physically, the four detectors 

are stacked upon one another, all mounted an the cold finger, as shown in 

fig. 	The detectors were separated by small chips Of insulating tape to 

prevent constricted sir pockets from physically  damaging the thin detectors 

during the pumping down or bleeding of the vacuum,eysteno The vacuum chamber 

remains unaltered and is as described before. 

The signal from each thick detector D, and D ,  (j ma and 2 ma si(Li)) 

pass through a charge sensitive preamplifier (c/a amp; N 5287A) end a pulse 

amplifier' (amp; Ni 5256) to two single channel snalyoere (s.C.A.; NE 5159), 

one set to trigger on 500 Key electrons and the other set to trigger on I Mev 

electrons. Coincidence circuits I and 2 generate an output pulse when a 

coincidence occurs between a I Mev radiation pulse in one channel and a 500 

Key radiation pulse in the other or vice-versa. Both coincidence outputs 

Sop via isolating inputs, to the same input line of coincidence circuit 39 

coincidence circuit i generates an output pulse of 80 miorosecs., which also 

goes to bit 9 of the parallel address from the 11116 427 analyser to the computer 

and has the effect of directing any signal from the T,A.Co into one of two 

halves of the data array' space in the computer depending on the presence or 

absence of a pulse from "Coinc.I". Thus a time epectrum of I Mev electrons 

in channel alpha coincident with 500 Kay electrons in channel beta is collected 



Fig. 53 
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In the first 512 channels of memory and vice-versa in the second 512 cbrela. 

The accumulation of both modes in the same run helps to el4nate any instr-

umental drift as both spectra should be sqn.fly  affected. 

The thin transmission detectors D and D3  were specially made (by Nuclear 

Enterprises) from 500 ob*'ca resistivity silicon and are 200 microns thick. 

They are run with a  bias  ot350  volts, just giving fun depletion, and ata 

temperature of .200c (as are: all the detectors), At this temperature the 

noise contribution is approximately the same as from the first P.E,Te at the 

input of the fast preamplifier (v/s amp), Theoretically the pulse rise-time 

from these thin 500 Obmam detectors is 500 pasoo which is faster than the 

eleotronio circuitry (2 neece rise-time,, but integrated to Ia neec • to reduce 

random noise) • The signal from the detector is amplified by the fast voltage 

sensitive preamplifier, fed to the Ortec 260 unit (T.P.o.) for tim piclooff 

and then to the Tbas.to'.Amplitude Converter (Fast ?.Jt .0 •) a Instead of being 

terminated immediately after the input transformer of the Ortec 260 unit, the 

the fast signal is passed to a terminated input of a 020w pulse amplifier (Amp) 

after which energy selection is performed by the single citsiiwel analyser (s.c,A.) 
and passed to the coincidence circuitry. The pulse height compensation cir-

cuitry is incorporated as before, thus permitting the detection of radiation 

of a wider range of energies without deteriorating the time spectrum resolution. 

This has the advantage of increasing the ccuntrate which, in this experiment, 

is important as the strength of the BL 207  source is only I microcurie • The 

compensated signal from the summing amplifier (Sum) passes through a 2 micro-

second delay line to the NS 627 analyser to ensure that the coincidence gate 



is opened well before its arrival. 

From previous literature  G971  it had been inferred that the beat time 

resolution may he obtained by using separate fast and slow preamplifiers for 

tine and energy information reapective3yo sxporimwting with various prewap- 

lifter configurations has led to the conclusion that only the fast voltage 

sensitive preamplifier is necessary coupled, via the time picksoff unit, to 

a slow pulse amplifier as shown in fig. 55c. In the parallel configuration 

of preamplifiers used in the origi*1 experiment (fig. 55b), noise from the 

input F.E.T.'s of the charge sensitive preamplifier and from the resistor ft 

(there to damp oscillations fran L) passes into the fast voltage sensitive 

preamplifier 	and likewise with the charge sensitive preamplifier. A 

remzma of this experimentation is given in the table in fig. 55(di). 

(d) setting up the final experiment 

After the detector bead and source were installed Within the vacuum 

chamber, the systom was pumped down to 3 x 10 torr and the tanperaturo of 

the cold finger slowly reduced to *200C over a period of 24 hours. Then the 

bias voltages to the detectors were applied in =a23 steps to reduce the 

risk of electricaa breakdown within the semiconductor material. The gains 

god pulse shaping constants of the slow amplifiers were not to give optimum 

energy resolution and the single channel. analyzers 'e adjusted to the 

required discrimination levels. Since the level of noise in the fast elect- 

ronic chain (the fast preamplifier and the 260 unit) is not such lower than 

the size of the requisite live pulses, the fast discriminator levels were 

est down in the noise giving a triggering rate of between 105  and 106 c.p.a. 
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configuration 
	

£Ar 1y keiolutloii at 3°C 

Put Cke1 	I 	slow Cbazauel 

0/B Preaap c**I.y 	 13 +2 Kv 

c/u Pruaap snd. 

100+lOKev 

parallel 

(c)v/sea4i 	1QKev 	21 22Kev 

fl. 55(U) 



A table giving these settings end other relevant infortion is given In fig. 56. 

After initial experimentation, because of the high noise level in the 

fast channels,  it  was found more convenient to accept radiation tram the trans- 

mission 

rane

mission detectors in the energy range 164 373 ev using pulse height comp-

ensation. rather than eo - 100 X$v without compensation as was origicnaUy 
Intended since this improved the resolution in the live time spectra. This 

Pulse height compensation system operates so that any variation In output 

pulse. from the fast T.A.C. due to amplitude variation at the  fast discrjainatore 

is cancelled by a e4ler variation in the opposite direction from the output 

of the slow P.l.0 P. In the fast P.A.C., channel alpha provides the delayed 

overlapping pulse therefore, in the slow T.A.C., channel bets is set to provide 

the delayed overlapping pulse by adjusting the delay time potentiometer on 

the timing discriminator. To reduce chance coincidence counts from the slow 

T.A.C. the prompt output from channel alpha timing discriminator (T. Disc) is 

te4 to the trigger input of channel beta timing discriminator which is on 

"external triggez'" • To not up the pulse height compensation initially, the 

rise-time (ti.,)  of the pulses entering the Ortec 260 unit was estimated an 

an oscilloscope (Tektronix 585A, rise-time 2.2 news); then the rise-time (t slow)

of the pulses in the slow amplifiers feeding the timing discriminators was 

measured. The ratio of the time conversion () of the two T,A.C* a was dt 
adjusted according to the re2ationship57, 

av 

tsiow 	Tr 
TE fast 
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To set the,  AW$tQMeore accurately, live time spectra from the thin detectors 

were accunulated; firstly, the energy range of 164. - 373 Key of the epectz'ue 

free the ohannel beta thin detector was divided into two using two single 

channel analysers, such that ooinci4enc.s,  from energies of 164 - 266 ice, 

were routed to the second half Of the pulse height analyser amu7 and energies 

of 266 - 373 Key were routed to the first halt. It there were perfect pulse 

height cowpossations  then there should be no relative shift between the centroide 

of the time spectra. Several live runs were performed varying the value 

of a 	(set by the multi-turn potentiometer on the slow T.A.c.) until there 
slow 

was minimal shift between the two time centz'oids. The setting and amount of 

residual *aft were noted and are given in tables "an and 	in fig. 57; the 

mean average energy, as defined by, 

LnE 
average 	£ 1 

(where n  is the number at radiation counts with energy E. summed over the 

mwer range 164 - 266 K., for the lower halt or over 266 - 373 Key for the 

upper halt) of each half of the slow energy spectrum was determined using the 

"integration" facility on the Labon iciakeorter; the results are given in table "b" 

of fig 57. With this 	setting on the slow I'.A.C., the roles of channels 
dt slow 

alpha and beta were interchanged; now channel alpha energy spectrum was divided 

Into two halves (i6t. - 266 Key and 266 373 Kay) and corresponding live time 

spectra were accusulated simultaneously, the difference in controide being 

noted (table "a" in fig. 57), Also, for correction purposes in con3uriotion 

with the above data, the mean value of the energy deposited in the thin detector 



	

(a) Riestias of fast pulses (tfast) 	 a 10+2 nS 

" 	
as 

slow 	(tslow) 	 a3500iiS 

Time conversion of fast T.A.C. 	 a 11 .Onseo/,olt 

a 0.091 V/uS 

Setting for slow T.A.C. time conversion 	 0.0022 V/uS 

0380 setting 

(a) Mean Average Awgies cuted as described in the text 

Channel Alpha Channel Beta 

Ea? for 164 	266 K 202+2K., - 202+2 Key 

sav  for 266 - 373 Ks, 310+2 Ks, 310+2 Key 

av I Mev radiation in 228+2 K 
40 40

for 222+2 Key 
range 1 	373 j\s?, 

E 
5? 

for 50u iev radiation in 217+2 Ks? 
'ang 

	
164 	373 k. 

222.2 Key - - 

(a) Measured Time Centroida for pulse height coopmeation set at 0580. 

a 310 Nev 

24.3.10.9 oh. 

232.7+0.5 oh. 

E 	a 202 Key 

''t°• oh. 

235.1+0.3 oh. 
00 

Tjw*spectrum Centroids, ch.elpha 

t. 	 A 	 n 	• ch.beta 
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in the energy' razee 164 - 373 ev by the I Nov electrons and by the 500 Key 

electrons was determined (table "b" in fig. 57). 

Various energy spectra are given in figs. 58,59,60,61 & 62 all taken 

on the Laben Kicksorter. Fig. 58 shows a typical untod spectrum from the 

thin transmission detectors. Fig. 59 shows two spectra from a transmission 

detector gated by its associated thick detector; (a) is gated by radiation 

received in the thick detector in the range 600 1000 Key and (b) by radiation 

in the range jOis  500 Key, Fig. 60 shows a typical ungated spectrum deposited 

in the j ien Si(Li) detector; when this spectrum is gated with a limited band-

width of energies in the transmission detector, the resolution is 4aproved, 

but Obviously the 0Ountratei$redUoedBi$ seen in fig*  61. And&  finally, 

fig. 62 shove a spectrum of Bi 7  detected in the en Si(Li) detector without 

the transmission detector in front. 

The settings for the NS 627 analyser when measuring the tine spectra 

are given  in the table in fig. 63. The digital stablisation facility (by 

locking into a standard peak) was not used this time, as azW instrumental drift 

was cancelled by the simultanews collection of the two requisite time spectra. 

The time peak was a&juetect, by using the zero level shift, to tall in the 

centre of its respective halt of the memory* 
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Spectrum of enerr aeoositedl in transmission detector by I Mev. electron. 
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Spectrum from mm. Si(Li) detctor with transmission detector in front. 



Fig. 61 
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Spectrum from I 2 mm. Si(Li) detector gated by radiation deposited in the 

transmission detector in the energy range 75 - 105 Key. 
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6:1 	General Observ*tis en the US 6271 ?DP-8 PuleJjght ina3ssie: 

The operation of the Pulse Height Analysis System under shared real.tin* 

aooeae to the PD?8 computer has not been entirely satisfactory. Unfortunately 

the system in this laboratory has been overdeveloped and the situation has 

been reached where the computer is used so much that the various operators 

are queuing to use its facilities. One of the main drawbacks is that the 

PD?-8 is fully commandeered for up to three separate hourly sessions daily 

for the purpose of communicating data from other on-line experiments to the 

iegional Computing Centre; thus, not only are three hours of potential use 

at the analyser lost, but any possibility of long uninterrupted runs is ruled 

out* 

Even if the computer were. operated 24 hours per day under the Supervisor 

Program (i.e • in shared mode), there is too much interaction between different 

experiments. With two research groups trying to display their information 

on to separate Oscilloscopes, the large amount of C.P.U. time required to 

perform these continuous displays causes severe flicker espci.11y as 102 

channels are being displayed an the P.lt.o screeno having only one high speed 

reader/punch for data input/output and only one Teletype for communicating 

instructions causes a bottleneck when more than one group requires these 



facilities. If any hardware modifications for one research group have to 

be carried out, then the machine is out of commission for all other users. 

As an academic exercise in stretching the capabilities of one sesll computer, 

the project has been. successful. As a standard tool for nuclear physics ret' 

earch, a pulse height analyser operating under shared real-time access is a 

waste of time. It would be tar better to have one meall computer system,, 

e.g. processor, Teletype, oscilloscope and interfacing, which is fully comm.  

mitted to an A.D.C. for pulse height analysis only or, alternatively, a standard 

multichannel ax'2yser whose data output is connected directly to a computer 

on which any complex processing may be performed off-line. 

62 	The measurement of hv 1ittime of the 	ette of Pb2?! 
of- 

(a) Data processing procedure on the PDP-8 

The relevant data appear in the computer memory in two adjacent array 

spaces 
	Data Field 1, addresses 56008i 65776 	66008 5fl8. At the and 

of each complete run this information is written onto magnetic DW-tape using 

the following program inserted vim the Teletypm keyboard, the tape deck being 

set to channel 4.. 

Es 74.05 	4450 ..... stops PH.A. program 

Es 7200 	4476 ...., cell data read/write routine 

N (for next)0000 ..... (or any keyword code number) 

N 	4.341 ..... type fl a 3 for read or n - 5 for write 

N 	7212 ..... address containing tape starting block number 
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N 	7770 ....* minus the number of blocks read or written 

N 	5577 ....* data array starting address in Field I 

N 	0000 

N 	4450 ....* halts this program, alternatively,, 4477 
inserts 

N 	4027 P.H.A. 
N 7 again 

4.00 

Is 7212 	XXXX ,.,.* starting block iânbar 

I 7200 ..........,.... starts the above program running 

With the data written onto magnetic tape, the array apace is erased i.e. all 

addresses are set to zero, with the P.N.A. program. Using the above program, 

with the relevant cltez"ationa, the first tour blocks (ao addressee per block) 

are read back from tape into the first halt of the array apace, leaving the 

second half blank. To reduce inaccuracies in the centroid measurement due to 

counts lying in channels well oft the requisite time peak, a digital window 

of 12 nS (approx) is imposed., upon the spectrum as follows. The position of 

the centre of the peak is estimated from the oscilloscope display; then, using 

the B31 4W AIJNCH program, the desired range of data 24O channels from the 

peek centre) is extracted onto paper tape. The array space is erased and the 

data on the paper tape is reinserted. The centi'oid of this "triaed' time 

peak is found using the CiTE0ID program. Then the second tour blocks of data 

from the magnetic tape are brought down to overwrite the fix at half of the 

data array, still leaving the second half blank, The ease digital window is 



applied to this time peak and its centroid determined in the asac 

(b) Calculation of result 

Here we calculate the life-time IMasurement with correction for imperfect 

pulse height compensation for the thai run performed with this system. 

The uncorrected centroid shift between the two accumulated time spectra 

was found to be 3.74 ohannele, corresponding to the I Nev electron being 

emitted before the 500 },v electron, as shown in the following table. 

4rray1 	 Array2 

I Mev Ch. Alpha 500 Key Cb, Alpha 

503 KeY - Cli, Beta I May Cli, Beta 

111:1 11, 
	 466556 	 14-3101 

i 1i 	 735 counts 	666 counts 

Cntroid 	 220.60 oh. 	2I.86 oh. 

From the data given in the table in fig. 57, we calculate the correction to 

this. The average energy difference between radiation deposited. by I May 

electrons and by 500 Key electrons in o)in,l alpha is II 4.4 Key (1 Mev electrons 

depositing lowe$ average energy than 500 Key electrons) end in channel beta 

is 0 '4 Ke,. From the time  shifts given in table (a) of fig. 57, an energy 



	

shUt from 202 +2 Key to 310 +2 Key a difference of 108 .4 Key 	gives 

a time shift Of 24 +1.0 channels in channel alpha. Therefore a dftrence 

of Ii +4 Key will give a correction value of 0.24 :0.2 chenitela. Fortuitously,, 

In oimi.l beta, the value for the average energy deposited by I M.v electrons 

and 500 Xcv electrons is the same, therefore no correction, only a quotation 

of error ( +0.1 channels ) is required. Because the difference in average 

energies deposited 1y the I Uev and the 500 Key electrons in the thin detectors 

is wall and bcanse the variation of the ceutroid of the time spcctruai is 

small for a large energy variation (due to the efficient operation of the pulse 

height compensator), we have considered first order uorreotions only,  ieo we 

have aemmied an appz'oiictely linear relationship between time shift and energy 

shift. 

The following table shows the sppropriate correction with its corresponding 

live centroid aceaurement from which the value or the life-time is determined. 

Array 2 

Centroid (from above) 	220.60 oh. 	214,86 oh. 

CrrectLon value 	 +0.24 +0.2 oh. 	+0.0 :0.1  oh. 

Corrected centroi4 	 220.4 oh. 	214.86 oh. 

statistical error 	2* +2.56 oh, 
40 

B2  = +2.75 oh. 



But I channel represents a time shift of 43 0.4 p8, therefore, 

2 Z 	27 lGi : 

Therefore, 

= 128 +i0 pS 

The aaln experimental error in the measurement has been the large statistical 

error arising from the VGX7 low count-rate (apprx. 3 counts per hour per mode) 

which is given by, 

where 	full width at halt madmum (1.0. 3.8 u) anir ts total !lumbar of CrAMtSw 

Thus the total statistical error In measuring this life-time is 	~ 

So the life-tine of the first excited state of Pb207 as determined from 

this system is Z 128 +80 piooaeoonie, pj,, 

peak obtained with the above settings; the FJ.8.M, is measured to be 3.8 nZ. 

On replacing the present source with a source approximately three times as 

strong, a subsequent measurement by the same method gave a value of, 

-t =14.962pS 
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(o) Problems encountered in setting up the final experimental system 

Before obtaining the final results, there were, of course, many abortive 

attempts 	each One uncovering yet another malfunction of the system. Here 

we list the main difficulties encountered. 

Accurate timing of all analogue and logic pulses with respect to one 

another throughout the system is of paramount importance. It must be remembered 

that Integral discriminators trigger on the lewthtg edge of an input pulse 

whereas single channel analysers trigger an the falling edge, also that slow 

pulse amplifiers have a finite propagation time. So there must be a sufficient 

delay inserted betweri the output of the fast .A.C. and the sumsing amplifier 

(Sum) to ensure that the outputs of the two 	combine to give a clean 

composite signal which is acceptable to the multichannel analyser, hnd, to 

ensure that all logic Operations controlling the input gate of the analyser 

are performed well in advance of the arrival Of the signal from the TeJeCøS 

a 2 microsecond delay line was inserted, at the analyser input. It was found 

that if the Input pulse and gating pulse ware too close in time, then the analysis 

of the pulse height became unreliable. 

Initially, when setting the thick detector pulse height analyser windows, 

too large an energy range was accepted. This caused logic pulses to be generated 

for both I May and 5W Key electrons in the one analyser, so that the time 

information from the T.A.C.e was not being directed to its correct sector of 

the computer memory. The result of this was too email a ceztroid shift. This 

error was corrected by carefully calculating the energy range which must be 

accepted by each single channel analyser in view at the energy range accepted 

by the thin detectors. 



A disconcerting effect which appeared On the time spectrum was a double 

peak instead of the desired single peak. This was traced to ringing in the 

trailing edge of the fast pulses being fed to the Ortec 260 time piolo'off unit. 

The double peak was removed by shorting the output bail of the time pick-off 

transformer (see fig. 55)0 which gos to the terminated input of the slow 

pulse amplifier, to earth via a 270 p1' capacitor, The capacitor acts as a 

high pass filter which increases the current of the fast leading edge through 

the transformer, Any subsequent ringing on the slow trailing edge which might 

trigger the discriminator is reduced with respect to the height of the leading 

edge, The capacitor further shorts out any reflections back along the cable 

from the slow amplifier input tereinal, 

The recent, power outs (Feb* 1972) have caused the noise level in one of the 

detector's to increee twofold, so increasing the V#irvoliogo  of the time spectra, 

This teterioration is attributed to the continual cycling from  room temperature 

(+250c) to the temperature at which the detectors normally operate (.D°c) 

when the refrigeration unit was without power. There is not much that can be 

done to remedy this except to replace the deteotore 

inelly, temperature instability of equipment in the laboratory has been 

cbatted by installing an electronically controlled fan heater which maintains 

Vie temperature to +1 Os.. 
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6:3 	ZEIhs Lo&ifiottons and. imr.O.VwMentg to tie Prepent axam 

It the life-time measurement were to be performed between two radiations 

in a very aomp1ox dew schow such that the superior energy resolving power 

of semiconductor detectors ins ouentil, then the origional (or nearly so) 

energy spectrum may be eeconstructed' by the addition at the output pulses from 

the slow amplifiers of both the thin and thick detectors. To prevent distortion 

of the enor spectrum due to the difference in so3.id angles subtended by the 

two detectors, a linear gate at the output of the mixed signals controlled by 

the rear thick detector must be incorporated. Then only radiation absorbed 

by both detectors will be registered by subsequent analyzing aystens. 

In essence, the limit at short life-time measurement by the presenst method 

in superior to the slope method (whose limit is approac. 1/5 th of the FJ.1I.M. 

of the time spectrum) • flut to justify its use, the accuracy of measurement 

must also be of the same order or less; and this depends cu the care and precision 

with which the various controls are set. A decrease in the FJ.},M* of the 

time spectrum will inherently improve the accuracy of meireneut 	and this 

may be done in two ways. Firstly the enory of radiation "orsamed off" by the 

transmission detectors might be increased, which would require the use at thicker 

detectors, ay 300 400 microns thick. A factor of 2 (by utilizing energies 

of 300 400 Key) could be achieved in the tins resolution, but the difference 

in energy spectra deposited by the I i1ev and 500 Xft electrons of Bi would 

become more noticeable so reducing the orttjional an.onimity of the two spectra 

In the thin detectors. Zeocad3y, the noise of the whole system might be reduced 



WIM 

by cooling the detectors, the input P.B.T.s and the input bias resistors of 

the fast voltage preamplifiers to liquid nitrogsn temperatures  (78°Ic). This 

would require extensive modifications to the vacuum chamber az4 cooling system#  

The detectors, cupplied by NuclearEnterprises*  are only guaranteed down to 

.2O°C 	the present temperature; special detectors for liquid nitrogen operation 

would be required Or, alternatively, an Investigation into how quickly the 

present detectors may be cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures with no ill 

offecta, Appaz'entty it is the rapid cooling of these detectors which cracks 

the insulation varnish and so damages the detectors. Since it is the bias 

resistor at the input 	which is the main source of noise with respect to 

the fast time reeolution, cooling to 78°K would only reduce the noise by 

a factor of 2 approximately (the noise amplitude in a conductor being proportional 

to the square root of the absolute temperature) (93). 

It the F.W.ff.Mo of the present time spectra were so reduced to less than 

I n, then we might reasonably ex-peat lifo'timo measurements in the region of 

I 	jQ 12  we to be within the scope of this system. AM such a system 

would be suitable for investigating short nuclear Xifem'time in alpha emitters, 

e.g. Thorium C O  exhibiting tine structure, coincidences being accuwn3.ated 

between the alpha particles and the conversion electrons from the de-exciting 

Balm rays. 
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proms are sritten In PAL XIX , beni thi aosmomU maohine cod.s u*ed 

with the PDP/8 eoutar) 



/ THJ[E POINT DI SPLAY t:  I T  
/ SINGLE AND DOURLE PRECISION 
/ AND SCOPE SWITCHING 

/t'1AIN PROGRAM 

S COPEF= 1 32 
N NCHAN= I 3 
BASE=1 35 
O NDr, Tr, = 1 7 
O V R FL U = 13 7 

C DF 6231 
DXL= 6053 
DYL. =6063 
H 

613  31 
RLOF'=6132 

PAFC=61 l' 
P 133 F = 6121 
P8:B=6122 
S SCI = 61 /!4 

S S C 2 = 6 1 uS 

S USPEND=uIL20 /ALLOWS OTHER PROGRAMS TO RUN 

* 700 
STA;DCA OVRFLO 
START,CDF 
SUSPEND 

Au U'R1L(J;SviA CL63JMP Slop 
PPSF;JMP DISPLAY 
TAD BASE; BOA MENLO2 
TAD NNCHANM3CA MFULL2 
PRRE3;TAH SET;DCA INSTR 
TAD I INSTR;DCA I\STR 
JMP I I NSi P /00 10 INSTRUCTION SUBROUTINE 

S ET + I 
EN A B L 2 / 0030 
ENABLE /1000 
DISAM, /0100 
TEST /1100 
ERASE /0010 
ANALY'. /1010 
PLOT /0110 
SCOPEC /1110 



COL 
JMS CONPEL; @01 0 
S TA 
E R1\SE CLL 
CDF 10 
CIA CML; /DUJiNU EPASE, 
/DURING TEST gC0 LINK 
D CA I N EMLC2 
TAD 1 MEMLC2 
S ZL. 
TAD STEP2 
I SZ MEML C2 
1 SK MULL2 
JNP o7 
JMP START 

AC=o AND LINK CLEAR 
IS COMPLEMENTED 

E N A E3 2 
STA; 0014 PRE:C2; JMP .43 
ENAPLE, CLA 
UCI\ PEC2 
JMS CONWEL;0014  
STA;DCA ONDATA 
PAEC;JMP START 
PREC;2 ; 

O 1 SPLAY,  
TAD SCOPEE; SMA CLA ; iMP START /TEST SCOPE ENABLED 
S 5C2; CDF 10 
TAD (7700; DCA MFU L2 
R PT, TAD STEP3/SET X INCREMENT 
TAD XC;DXL;DCA XC 
TAD I ML.ML .C3 

CLL PTR 
DYL;SNI\;JNP NXT;DIX 
I AC; DL;D1X; CLA 
TAD XC; IAC;DXL;DIX;CLA 
N XT, ISZ, NEMLC3; I SX MEMLC3 
I SZ MFULL2;JMP RPT 
SSW I 
I SZ COUNT 
iMP START 
TAD DASE; DCA MEM403 
TAD STEP3; CIA; 004 XO/S{:T x I NCkENE;'T 
TAD SPLIT3;DCA C0i.h"JT 
I SZ COUNT2 JMP START 
!SZ XC;ISZ MLMLC3; 
STA CLL iAL;DCA COUNT2 
CDF;1AD PREC2; SZt: CLA;JMP PR E COO 
iMP START 



SPLIT3, —  10 
S rEP3, 2 
M EML C3 1) 
C OUNT2, - 
C 0NT - 
1< Co ci 

STEP2, 10 
M EMLC2 0 
M EULL2, 0 
I NS1R,O 

* 7200 
C0NiEL, 0 
TAD RELAY; RLOF 
TAD 1 CONREL; DCA RELAY 
TAD RELAY;RLON 
I SZ CON REL 
JMP I CONREL 
RELAY,O 

P RECDR 
TAD F3ASL;DCA LOCI 
TAD MNCHAN; STL RAP; CIA; TAD BASE; DCA LOC2 
TAD MPCHAN; SIL PAR; DCA C0U4 
CDF 10 
03,ì Al) I LOC 1; SMA CLA; J4P 02 
STL CLA PAR; iDE; JAB I LOCI .; IQN;DCA 1 LOCI 
ISZ I LOC2;JMP 02 
ODE; BOA OVRFLO; BOA ONDATA;JMP START 
02ISZ LOC1;1SZ LOC2 
1 SZ COB'u JMP 03 
CDF;JMP START 

L001,0 
L 0C2, 0 
C OLIz, 0 

ST0PJMS CONREL;0011 
STA;DCA CVRFLO 
JMP START 

S COFEC, lAD SCOPEE; CMA; BOA SCORER 
JMP START 

I) I SABLE. BOA OND4TA 
JMS CONEEL;0013;JMP START 

A NALYZ TAD RELAY; SZA; RLOE 
i '77; 026; 7/g /CALL ROUTINE DEE TAPE 



Q) 

PLOT TAD BiSE:; DCP. MLILCLI 
TA!) MNc{AN;DCA NFLJLLLi 

S 5C2 
DXL; DYL 
SUSPEND;6123JMF 	2; /WAIT FOR INTERRUPT 

SKI' CLA 
AGN,TiD XCLi;DXL;ihCDCA XCLi 
C DY I 0 TAD 1 MEP1LC0; CDY; CLL RTR; DYL 

I SZ DEL; JMP --1 /13 Vi SEC DELAY 

ISZ DEL;JNIP •1 /15 MSEC DELAY 
S USPENE) 
I SZ M[MLC Li; 1. S7 N YULLLi ; JMP AGN 
SUSPEND;6123;JMP e2 /WAIT MDX INTERRUPT 

s Sc; i: iMP START 

X C Li , 
V [ML C/i, 0 
N FULL/i, 0 



(vi) 

C DR= 62c" 1 
BASE= 1 35 
'1 NCHAN I n, 
* 7200 

/N EMORY OUTPUT FROM HI GH-SPFIN) PUNCH 
STJART,CLc CLL 

4440/CLAIM PUNCH 
DCA CHNUM/SET CHANNEL NUMBER TO ZERO 
TA!) BASE 
DCA MEv•1LOC/SET START INC LOCATION 
TAD MNCHAN 
DCA MF'ULL/SET TOTAL NUMBER OF CHANNELS 
NEWLJN,JM5 CRLF 
TAD M]O/5E'I PRINT FORMAT 
DCA COIJNT3 
TAD CHNUM 
'4 '4'i3/PUNCH OCTAL NUMRER 
iNS SPACE 
jMS SPACE 
N F'JNUM CD 	0/CHANGE TO FIELD I 
TAD I MENLOC/READ CONTENTS OF CHANNEL 
C OF 
4 '4'43/PUNCH OCTAL NUMBER 
I Si CHNUM 
I Si MFO1I.,OC 
I Si MFL!LL 
JMP +2 
,,JMP OLJTCOM 
I Si COIINT3 
imp NEWNUM 
iMP NEWL I N 
OUTCOM,JMS CRLF 
4442/FREE PUNCH 
4450/STOP UNDER SUPERVISOR 
C PL F, 0 

TAD K215;4441;TA1) K212;4441/PRINT CRLF 
iMP I CRLF 
K 2. 1 521 5 
K 21212 12 
C' 

DNL.r.,
t' Cr' 

,Vj r' 

TAD K240444l/PpJNT SPACE 
JMP I SPACE 

CHNIJM, 1' 
COUNT3,C 
MEMLOC,o 
H FULL, 0 
H 10-1 0 
S 



OCA MEMFUL 
TAD BASE/FROM 0135 
D CA MEMLOC/SET CHANNEL 
CDF 1(3 
TAD I MEMLOC 
CLL 
TAD SUMI 
0 CA SUM MUM ALL COUNTS 
C' '7 

L ') 

I SZ SIJN2 
ISZ MEMLOC 
IS! MEN FUL 
JMP -8 
C UP 
5 HYPEND 
0 1TAD 	UiNU:32:/I;ONL;:UF 
0 CA DLI FP JL 
TAD LASTDIG 
0 CA BUFL CC/OCTAL NUMBER  
02, TAD 	5(JN3 
N DL 
D VI 
TENA,0012 
D CA rNDU 
N 
DCA SUM3 
TAD SUM2/OCTAL NLJMBE'2 
M CL 
TAD HMNDP 
0 VI 
T ENB D31 2 
1) CA RMNIIR 
K o il 
1; CA SUM2 
TAD SUM !/OCTAL NUMBF 	I 
N 
TAD HMNDN 
0 V I 

COUNTERS 

IN SPECTRUM 

DC IRL TO DECINAL 

3 

/S[J;ROLITfNE TO CALCULATE CEt\TOiD OF SINGLE 
/PEAKED TIME SPECTRUM 

* 7200 
STAT,TAD MNCHAN/p2OM 013 



TtNC,U6i2 	 (v111) 

o c A hM Ni) M 
N BA 
DCA SIit'i1 
TAD RMNDR 
TAD i s000Ns!' 
DCA I SUFLOI2 
CLi\ CMA 
TAD BL}FLOC DCA RiJELOC 
I SZ BiJEFUL 
JP 02 
Tz-W NINUS19 
DCA PP T NTF'lJI.. 
TAD STIARTBUF 
DCA PRINTLOC 
TAD I PRINTLOC 
4v57 /TYPE SYMSOL 

I S7. PRINTLOC 
I :2 PRINTUL 
JvP 

TA)) NNCF{AN 
D CA ft:MFUL 
TAD BASE 
DCA MEMLOC 
DCA SUM I 
D CA CUN2 
O CA 50M3/CLEAR NUMBER LOCATIONS 
03,CDE 10 
1 5Z MJL f 
TAD t N ENL C; C 
MCI. 
N U "1 
N ULi BOGO/CAL.CUIATE COUNT  CHANNEL 
L' L, I— 
DCA SUPTENIP 
1•i U 

TAD SIMl 
DCA sum] 
S ZL 
I sh S1Ji2 
svP 
I 57 SUI3 
CLL. 



ix) 

TAD SUM2 
TAD SUMTEMP 
ÜCA SUM2 
S 	L. 
IM SUN13 
I 3Z MEMLOC 
C DF 
S U5PN) 
JMD fl 
Su:'ITEMP, Cl) 
PRfNTL,00,O 
PRJNTI'IJL, 0 
STAMM 7343 
N I N US 19, 7 755 
t SOCON5T,gO6c 
P MNDR, 0 
0ij1,3304/LFFTEp 1) 
B UF25 @305/LETTp E 
RUF3,031 6/LF;TTEP N 
BUF',0256/FiJLL STOP 
BU50275/ = SIGN 
B Lfl'6,D/LOCATiQN FOR NUMBER TO BF STORED 
0009 
0 000 
B 000 
0000 
0 @00 
0000 
00011"') 
0 000 
0000 
0 000 
0000 
B!* I 002i 5/CRET 
BUi1 9 @212/LINE FEED 
BLJFL.00,0 
BUHWL, 0 
L AOTDI G' 736:3 
N I NO Si 2 7764 
S UN 1,0 
S tiN, B 
SU'•13 1 0 
MENLOC,B 
N EMFUL, 0 



(i / I S2 ME:N f•UL 
JNF' I 003 
TAD LFT'rR 
1)DA BUFFI 
TAD L.ETTU 
DCA t3:.fl -F3 
TAD LETiiM 
DCA BUFFVTYPE OUT .- NAM 
TAD SCOPCODE 
DCA 1 END 
TAD STOPCODE 
DCA I BEGIN 
J•'t' I GUi 
U D ! A 01 
En:GIN, START 
E ND a E 
S T000DE., 41J 
L. ETTRN, 0316 
LETTUci325 
L 	031 5 
0 (3FF! 0 
}3 U FFRI 0 
£3 .J F' F' 3, 0 
003,03 

(x) 




